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. .\nyone can be a member of the Post 
staff except maybe Sheriff King. All 
you have to do is come to the meetings 
and do one of the many different and 
exciting tasks necessary for the smooth 
operation of a paper like this. We have 
one brilli::tnt, dynamic, underpaid co­
ordinat9r; the rest of us don't get paid 
at all, except in ego gratification and 
good karma. 
Decisions are made collectively by staff 
members at one of our regular meetings. 
All workers have an equal voice. The 
Post-Amerikan has no editor or hierarch­
ical structure, so quit calling up here and 
asking who's in charge. 
Anybody who reads this paper can tell the 
type of stuff we print. All worthwhile ma­
terial is welcome. We try to choose art­
icles that are timely, relevant, informa­
tive, and not available in other local media. 
We will not print anything racist, sexist, 
or ageist. 
OUTTA TOWN 
Galesburg: Under the Sun, 188 w. Main 
Peoria: Good Seed, 641 W. Main 
'}.. 
Most of our material or inspiration for ma­
terial comes from the community. We en-
. courage you, the reader, to become more 
than a reader. We welcome all stories or 
tips for stories. Bring stuff to a meeting 
(the schedule is printed below) or mail it 
to our office. 
MEETING SCHEDULE 
Friday, April 2 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  6:30 pm. 
Friday, April 9 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  6:30 pm. 
Friday, April 16 . . . . • . . . . . . . . .  6:30 pm. 
Wednesday, April 21 (deadline) .. 6:30 pm. 
Sat., April 24 (layout begins) ... 11:00 am. 
Sun., April 25 (layout continued) whenever 
Friday, April 30 . • . . . • . . . . . . . .  6:30 pm. 
NORMAL 
University Liquors, 706 W. Beaufort 
Welcome Inn (in front) 
Redbird IGA 
Divinyl Madness Records, 115 North Street 
Mother Murphy's, 1111 North Street 
·Ram, 101 Broadway Mall 
Springfield: Spoon River Book Co-op, 407 E. Adams 
Pontiac: Semmens Drug 123 Madison St. 
Al's Pipe Shop, 101 Broadway Mall 
Hendren's Grocery, 301 W. Willow 
Co-op Bookstore (in front) East Peoria: Records, Records, Records; 103 Junction 
The Galery (in front) 
The Lobby Shop, ISU Student Union 
�······················! 
These meetings are held at the Post-Amerikan 
office, and if you'd like to come, call us .. The 
number is: 828-7232. You can also reach folks 
at 828-6885, or 829-7908. 
You can make bread hawking the Post--15� 
a copy, except for the first 50 copies on which 
you make only 10� a copy. Call 828-7232. 
Mail, which we more than welcome, 
should be mailed to: The Post-Amerikan, 
P.O. Box 3452, Bloomington, IL 61701. 
BLOOMINGTON 
The Joint, 415 N. Main 
DA' s Liquors, Oakland and Main 
Medusa's Bookstore, 109 W. Front 
News Nook, 402!; N. Main 
The Book Worm, 310 1/2 N. Ma.in St. 
Gaston's Barber Shop, 202i_ N. Center 
Samba's, Washington and U.S, 66 
DeVary's Market, 1402 W. Market 
Harris's Market, 802 N. Morris 
Hickory Pit, 920 W. Washington 
'Biasi's Drug Store, 217 N. Main 
Discount Den, 207 N. Main 
SW corner, Morris and Washington 
Madison St. Cafe, 317 S. Madison 
Bowling and Billiards Center, ISU Student Union 
Cage, ISU Student Union U-1 Grocery, 918 W. Market 
U-1 Grocery, 608 S. Lee 
Kroger's,. 1110 E. Oakland Ave. 
Bus Depot, 523 N. East St. 
Park Store, 909 S .  Allin 
This issue of the P-A has happened thanx to 
P-A workers Mike , Tom, Don•· Susie , Andrea , Dave 
B . , Barb, Dave N,, Jim T . , Mark , Greg S , ,  Dan L., 
Bill , Shebet , Jack D . , Pat M . , Virginia, Jim E . , 
Cindy , Sally , Toni , David , Perry , Jack D . , Terri , 
Martha, Susie S., Roger , Chilek , Jack p,, Jeri, 
Greg K. , Judy , Marty , Mark S . ,  and all other 
friendly folks who leak , lead , writ e ,  type , past e ,  
buy , read , and love the post Amerikan . 
Midstate Truck Plaza, Rt. 51 North 
Hottle House, 1402 S. Main 
SW corner, University and College 
Radio Shack, Raab Rd. (in front) 
New Age Bookstore, Broadway Mall 
Old Main Bookstore, 207 S. Main 
Campus Records, 311 S. Main, Normal 
Nierstheimer's Drug Store, 1302 N. Main 
Pantagraph Building (in front)' 
Eddy's Market, Washington & Allin 
Bi-Rite, 203 E. Locust, 
UNIVERS \1� 
(Jouof\S 
Jewelry, Crafts, Gifts 
and more ... 
Fashion Jewelry Turquoise 
Liquid Silver & Gold 
Sterling Silver Copper 
Earth Beads, Feather Jewelry 
. . 
(as Featured in Vogue) 
10% Off pa 
f irtf purchate 
Valid thru April 30 
[except on consignment and sale itemsl 
Hours: 
Mon., Tues. I Wed. 12-9 
Sat. 9am-11pm 
Thurs. & Fri. 12-llpm 
Sun.1-5 pm 
. . 
LANDLORD PREFERS NO RENT 
Cathy says , " You c ould probably tell 
a story l ike th i s  about every land­
l ord in town , but I gue s s  that ' s  no 
reas on not to tell it , "  So h ere goes 
another landlord story . This one 
c onc erns a landlord wh o ' d  rather lose 
$190 a month than rent to pe opl e who 
re c e ive public aid . 
Cathy Cox rented an apartment from 
R o semary.Bavester from Aug . 1, 1975 
to mid-February , 1976. In early 
January , Ms . Cox found that her 
roommate was not returning to Normal 
for second s emeste r ,  and therefore 
she needed someone to share rent 
($190 plus electricity ) . 
A fter an unsuccessful hunt for a new 
ro ommate , Ms . Cox dec ided to mov e out 
h erself and sublet the apartment . She 
took out tw o 8-day ads in the Panta­
graph and one 4-day ad in the Vidette , 
but the pe ople who answered usually 
didn ' t  want to pay that muc h .  
In the middle o f  February , Ms . Cox 
f inally found tw o w omen and a child 
who were interested and wanted to 
s ign a lease . Sinc e Bavester had to 
approve the sublease , Ms . Cox called 
her to make an appointment for the 
four to meet. She d es cribed th e s it­
uation to Bave ster . 
Bav ester stalled . Ms . Cox pushed .  
Bavester said she was go ing to Hawaii 
in three days and wanted to wait un­
til she got back from her vacation . 
M s .  Cox said that she wasn ' t  happy 
about that , s inc eal) If the potential 
renters had to wait that l ong , they'd 
have to f ind another plac e , and 2) She 
h ad advertised so long; these were the 
f irst people who showed any intere st 1 
if they didn't sign the l eas e , she 
m ight be do omed to another month and 
a half of hassl e .  
F inally Bavester sai d ,  "I ' d  rather 
just let it stand empty than rent to 
those peopl e . " 
" Those pe ople , "  Ms . Cox real i zed w ith 
shock , referred to people rece iving 
public aid . Ms . C o x  had menti oned 
earl ier that the women were recipients , 
when Bavester asked the ir empl oyment . 
N ot realizing that Ms . Cox was flabber­
gasted , Bavester went on to c omment 
about " those pe ople" not paying their 
rent and having men in the apartment 
all the time, They hung up . 
BLOOMINGTON 
On e of the most interesting parts of 
the Tobe Easton Declaration of Inde­
pendence tri al was the testimony of 
Dr . Paul W inn, associate professor of 
marketing at ISU . Winn described 
Bloomington-Normal as a c ommunications 
d e s ert, a semi- informati on starved 
c ommunity . Be partic ularly emphas ized 
the lack of a local TV stat i on and the 
common ownership of The Pantagraph and 
WJBC by Evergreen Coiiiiiluni cati ons . 
Winn's point i s  that anytime Evergreen 
Communications wants to screen out of 
o ur awarene ss an item of news or an 
o pinion on a c ontroversial issue , it 
has the power to do s o .  There i sn ' t  
any other daily paper f or the c ommunity 
and WJBC has by far the biggest audi ­
enc e l istening t o  local radi o ,  s o  we 
have close to a media monopoly here . 
I have no evi dence to support a c on­
spiracy the ory ,  I ' m not implying that 
T i m  Ives and Davis Merwin or Don Munson 
and Harold Li ston get together to de­
c i de what we ' re going to be told and 
not told by the local media . But I do 
fear that we get too l ittle from l ocal 
media to be as aware and effective c i ­
ti zens a s  we c ould be . The United 
States Supreme C ourt has said that no­
thing i s  more important in a fre e soc­
i ety than "the widest possible dissem-
The living room at 506 N .  Linden , 
A pt .  1 stands empty waiting for n�w 
tenants . The landlord prefers thi s  
t o  rentin t o  people on Publ ic A i d .  
A Post-Amerikan reporter w h o  happened 
to be on hand c alled Bavester back 
with in f ive minute s . He told her who 
h e  was and that h e  was a Post reporter , 
and told her that he had heard that 
she ref us ed to rent an apartment to 
publ ic aid rec ipi ents . 
Bav ester very sweetly repl i ed , " Why , 
no , I haven't se€n their c redential s . " 
The reporter asked if she had indica­
ted an unwil lingness to rent to pu?lic 
aid recipi ents , and she fl atly denied 
the charge , then said that she was 
v ery busy and hung up, 
Ms , Cox didn ' t  think that after her 
exchange with th� reporter , Bavester 
w o uld stick to acting on her pre­
judices . So next day she called one 
of the women who wanted the apartment 
and asked if the two c ould go s e e  
Bavester that night and try to get 
eve rything straightened out. She 
then called Bavester to set up the 
appointment . 
Before Ms, Cox c ould finish a s en­
tence , though, Bavester interrupted 
her ( again v ery sweetly ) , s aying , " But 
Cathy , I've already rented the apart­
ment , " Then she asked Ms . Cox to be 
out as soort as possible s ince th e new 
renters suppos edly wanted to move in 
as soon as she was out , and hung up. 
Ms, Cox moved out in/a week or s o .  
Within two we eks , Post-Amerikan re­
porters saw the " For Rent" s ign up 
at the apartment at 506 N .  Linden . 
In mid-March , a Post reporter in­
vestigated and saw that the apartment 
i s  cl eaned and newly painted ,  bu� 
uninhabited . 
Looking bac k ,  Ms . Cox relates 
Bav ester's attitude toward pe ople 
on publ ic aid to othe r  pre judices 
she reveal e d ,  For instanc e ,  Co x ' s 
ro ommate who dec ided not to return 
for second s emester is black , and 
when Bave ster found.out that Cox 
was without a roommate , she made c om­
ments l ike , " Oh , those peopl e , you 
c an ' t  trust those people , I f ound 
that out,"- -and yet bl acks l ive in at 
l east two of the e ight Linden St . 
apartments that Bave ster rents out .  
Bavester displayed s imilar ill ogical 
j udgments when Ms . Cox f irst s igned 
her own lease , Bavester was very up­
s et ,  th inking that Ms . Cox would 
always be having " pot partie s"; it 
turned out that Bave ster's bas i s  for 
this speculation was that Ms . Cox's 
father has been pol iti c ally active 
in our c ommunity . 
Bas ically, the rap i s  that s ome people 
own houses and apartments , and other 
people rent them. A person who is on 
publ ic aid has probably never had a 
c hanc e  in her l ife to own a hous e ,  and 
has to rent . The last thing she needs 
i s  s ome j erk deciding that she ' s  not 
good enough G� moral enough to fork 
over $190 a month for a stinking plas­
tic ripoff apartment , and then to 
c o ugh up an extra bundle to I l l inois 
Power Company s o  she c an turn on the 
l ight to see how c rummy the place 
really is and how that shag c arpeting 
melts if a spot of grease pops onto 
it and how the walls diss olve if you 
get water on the m ,  and they might as 
well not be there anyway as far as 
h earing your neighbors• goings-on is 
c oncerne d .  And you can bet that the 
people who own th ose apartments and 
d e c ide who ' s  good enough to l ive in 
them don ' t  l ive in them themselves , 
because they know how sleazy the 
plac e s  are , and they can afford bet­
ter , since they're raking in all 
that rent . 
- -Phoebe Caulfield 
NORMAL 
(The following i s the text of a s t ate) 
• ment made by Jack Porter on WJBC ' s  
• • Forum s e r i e s . 
Communication Desert 
l 
ination of inf ormation from diverse 
and antagonistic s ourc e s . "  It ' s  the 
d ivers ity and antagon i sm that are 
missing; the c ompetition in expos ing 
issue s  and willingnes s  of the media 
to challenge each other .  
Pantagraph editors self-c onsciously 
try to foll ow community opinion rather 
than lead . It ' s  not unusual for The 
Pantagraph to refuse to run c ontrover­
sial stories written after extensive 
investigation by its reporters--not 
because the facts haven ' t  been veri­
f i ed , not because the stori es aren ' t  
n ewsworthy , but because of whom they 
might offend in the l ocal community . 
The Pantagraph and WJBC both tend to 
repre s ent what one of my friends calls 
" e xtremists of the middle , "  a blandness 
more in keeping w ith running profit­
able businesses than serving the rieeds 
of informed c iti zenship, 
WJBC has tr i e d  to overc ome blandness 
through the Forum and l i sten er c om­
ments on Probl ems and Solution s .  The 
only instructions I've ever received 
, about c ontent are to be " hard-hitting" 
and speak about " s ubjects ( I) feel are 
or s hould be of vital concern to 
McLean County people," It ' s  great for 
me personally to have a chance to ex-
' press myself w ithout c ensorship to a 
lot of people, but I ' m still scared 
that so many of you depend s o  muc h  on 
one paper and one rad i o  station , owned 
by the same c ompany , for your under­
standing of what's going on around 
here . 
T o  be a free people , to govern our­
s elve s , we must have access to a broad­
er range of information and opinion.  
We need· to i rrigate th is desert, and 
we ' d  be surprised how much more l ife 
we c an produce here . 
� COUPLE TO LOSE EVERYTHING? 
Inept Legal Advice to 
Cancel West Side Day care_ cent��? 
In April, 1974, Abby Brown and Herb Johnson Instead, Bloomington city employees encouraged apology or explanation for the gross error has 
began pooling their resources and researching the two to file their own petition for a. zoning been offered them by Thomson. 
their chances and the specifications for preparing variance. According to Johnson, they accom-
to open a sorely needed day care center on plished their goal, but only after frequent calls 
Bloomington's West Side. Reviewing all possi- to then-City Manager Dick Blodgett to put the item 
bilities for operating a private day care center, on the agenda. Later, Blodgett sent a. messenger 
Brown and Johnson, after six months, decided. to the Market Street address telling them tha.t 
their scheme would work. their petition had been scheduled, but that their 
During that six months of research, the two had 
hunted for buildings to house the day care center. 
They found one at 707 West Market, which they 
felt would serve the purposes very well after 
being remodeled. The realtor for the property, 
Dave Alcorn, sold Brown and Johnson the house 
for what Johnson claimed was $6, 000 more than 
the house was worth. Both persons agreed that 
the house shmlld have been sold for $20, 000; the 
difference seems to have something to do with 
black people dealing with white land and property 
agents. Besides, according to their calculations, 
the day care center would be out of debt within a 
year anyway. 
' j ;::. � ..---.. �·�. 'J. \ I'> '"._,��--�:::: 
. �I $26, 000 property? ? ?J 
Legal "Advice" 
appearance was unnecessary. The petition was 
okayed, but to this date, neither Brown nor 
Johnson have been able to obtain minutes of the 
Zoning Boa.rd meeting which okayed their request. 
Work on the house continued. 
In late May, 1974, Brown and Johnson received a 
call from a. woman who claimed they owed her 
$4500 and asked when they could begin ma.king 
payments. Apparently, the people who sold 
Brown mid Johnson the house had previously 
signed over a. note to this woman for $4500, ma.king 
that claim on the property an unforeseen lien. In 
disbelief, the two called Loren Thomson, and 
Thomson said he'd check on it. Some time passed 
without any confirmation from Thomson, and Brown 
and Johnson called Dave Alcorn, who verified the 
existence of the lien and wondered why they were 
ignorant of the lien. When they called Thomson, 
he was still checking to see if the lien existed. 
Ironically, the licensing director for the Depart­
ment of Children and Family Services, who was 
enthusiastic a.bout Brown's and Johnson's project, 
told them that it was quite likely that the day ca.re 
center would be licensed as soon as the work was 
co�pleted and inspections of the facility com­
pleted. The west side nearly had another "full 
care" day ca.re center. 
Brown and Johnson called the bank to establish 
the date of the lien. They not only discovered 
the date, but also discovered the incredible fact 
that besides the lien for $4500, the bank held a. 
first mortgage on the house. And if that weren't 
enough, the original homeowners had ta.ken out a. 
·loan for $18, 000 which also became a. lien on the 
property. Brown and Johnson referred to that 
situation as a. "most inharmonious symphony to be 
laid on people who specifically indicated the con­
tract should be checked for those (kinds of) things. 11 
When Brown and Johnson went back to Thomson 
for further advice, he told them to withhold pay­
ments on the contract. According to Johnson, 
Thomson didn't even suggest establishing a. trust 
or an escrow accou:p.t for the contract payments. 
Johnson also told the Post-Amerikan that no 
Complicating matters even more, according to 
Brown and Johnson, was the ill-feelings and dis­
trust between all the clients and attorneys in­
volved who had previous claims on the property. 
The bank, according to the two, did everything 
possible to unsort all of the claims and counter­
claims, but the unscrambling process hasn't 
gotten very far. Brown and Johnson seemed to 
be innocent bystanders caught up in an ill wind­
Personal problems couldn't be held in check, 
either. In August of 1974, Ms. Brown discovered 
she had Hodgkins Disease, a potentially fatal 
disease affecting lymph glands. All work on the 
day ca.re center proje,ct nearly ceased. After 
months of ope;rations, treatment, and therapy, 
the disease was arrested. 
In the spring of 1975, Brown and Johnson con­
tacted another attorney to see if anything could 
be salvaged from the tragic mess. The couple 
felt that a. new attorney was necessary because 
of a. possible foreclosure on the mortgage by the 
bank. At present, Brown and Johnson a.re deeply 
in debt, still a.waiting the advice of their present 
attorney. They told the Post-Amerikan that this 
type of situation would not have come a.bout if 
they had adequate legal assistance from the be­
ginning. They hope to regain the property if a. 
malpractice suit for bad advice against Loren 
Thomson proves fruitful. 
****************** 
This reporter was given a full guided tour of the 
proposed day ca.re center. The entire house has 
been beautifully redecorated. Downstairs, if 
the project can be resumed, will be the area. for 
im:-i,nts and toddlers. Upstairs will house the older 
children. The building has been remodeled for 
more than adequate fire protection, and an expen­
sive fire escape reaches the entire height of the 
building. Many of Johnson's own paintings add 
to the decor and beauty of the proposed center . 
It is sad to speculate that what could haw come 
a.bout for west side people who need day care was 
sabotaged by careless legal counsel. 
----Jeremy Timmens The overcharge for the property may have been 
an omen of impending misfortune. Brown and 
Johnson retained Loren Thomson, a prominent 
local attorney, to check for liens (money claims) 
against the property. When the two thought . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � 
, Thomson had followed through with a check for 
liens, he okayed a follow-through on their plans. 
Contractors were hired to redesign portions of 
the house to Brown's and Johnson's tastes and to 
�ke the house comply with state and local codes 
for day ca.re centers. Planning to open in Sep­
tember, 1974, Brown and Johnson concentrated 
their efforts in refinishing floors and woodwo� 
and painting. Disillusionments were soon to follow. 
Thei_r dealings with an associate attorney for a 
conditional use permit began their series of dis­
illusionments. They had requested that the man 
a.ct as an advisor. Instead, he commandeered 
what was essentially their project. They were 
responsible for doing all of the research and fact­
finding. The lawyer was responsible for pre­
senting their case before the City Council. 
Brown and Johnson were quite disappointed in 
the way the lawyer presented their case. Never­
theless, the use permit was granted. 
The City Council, after granting the conditional 
use permit, determined that the enrollment capa­
city for the day care center must be a maximum 
of 36--considerably fewer than Brown and Johnson 
had desired. While checking local and state codes 
for ca.pa.cities, the two found that the state codes 
were more lenient than local codes. To bring the 
lpca.l codes into line with the state codes to in­
crease the enrollment in the day care programs, 
they again sought legal advice, this time from the 
controversial Robert Lenz. Lenz indicated that 
he could handle the entire matter for a mere $375. 
His asking price, plus his statement that he didn't 
"know there were any middle-class blacks in 
town, " convinced Brown and Johnson that they 
didn't need Lenz. 
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I.B.I. ENTRAPMENT 
Entrapment by the I.B.I. is growing in 
the State of Illinois, in drug cases, 
Over half of the offenders that the Il­
linois Bureau of Investigation pick up 
on drug offenses were entrapped, 
Whenever an I.B.I, agent picks up a 
drug user for selling drugs, or using 
them, the user is given one of two 
choices, (l)He can either turn into 
an informer to help the I.B.I. trap 
others who are drug pushers or users, 
or (2), he can say nothing and go to 
jail. 
An informer can set up drug busts for 
an I.B.I. agent and get out of going 
to jail, and make a little money on 
the side, An informer then will of­
fer to buy or sell drugs to another 
drug offender with marked money, and 
a few I.B.I. agents are in the bushes 
ready to make the bust, But always the 
informer is let loose, 
But also, once an informer, you are 
never let off the hook until the agents 
are fully satisfied. This unusual 
entrapment should be banned and out­
lawed in the state of Illinois, When 
the state first brought out the law of 
entrapment, people such as the I.B.I., 
F.B.I., and M,E,G. have stripped the 
law down so much to their desire, that 
they have been able to get away with 
putting drug offenders in prison by en­
trapment, Many people who are in 
prison just pray and hope that some 
kind of justice is dealt with to the 
law of entrapment, 
But in the meantime, the prisoners of 
entrapment just sit back and curse the 
day the I.B.I. was invented, Some 
people also wonder how the I.B.I. a­
gents get the money to pay all of the 
informers. 
Is it through the tax payers money, or 
through the drugs that the money buys? 
Are the informers getting a share of 
the drugs from the drug bust? There 
is a lot of misunderstanding about the 
I.B.I. along with other agencies that 
buy off drug informers. Nowadays, you 
can't even use drugs with your best 
friend, for fear tnat s/he may even be 
an informer, Anybody can use drugs 
with his/her old buddy, but s/he can 
a] so serve tir�i:- in prison because of 
his/her old buddy, 
So those of you �ho dislike the I.B.I. 
and their entrapment, about the only 
thing you can do is write protesting 
letters to the governor about doing 
something to enforce the entrapment 
laws, and hope that soon� justice will 
appear in the state of Illinois. 
Below is an interview of"a prisoner in 
the Menard prison on entrapment charge& 
His name is Terry Roughton and he is 
currently serving a 1-3 year sentence. 
Q, What is your charge? 
A, Delivery of a controlled substance, 
.Q, How much, and what kind of drugs 
did you have? · 
A, 685 grams of amphetamines (speed), 
Q, How much time did you receive? 
A. 10-25 if pleading innocent, but 
1-3 if I plead guilty, 
Q, Who busted you? 
A, The LB.I. (Illinois Bureau of In· 
vestigation), 
Q, Where were you busted? 
A, Champaign, Illinois 
Q, How were you busted? 
A, I was busted by an I.B.I. informer 
who set me up with the drugs to be 
·sold. After I received the drugs, 
he delivered two I.B.I. agents to 
my home for the buy, 
Q, What is an I.B.I. informer? 
A, A man or woman who has been busted 
for drugs and offers to tell on 
other drug users and dope dealers. 
This deal with the I.B.I., it keeps 
them from going to jail. 
Q, What do the I.B.I. agents do when 
they pick up a dope dealer? 
A, I myself, was given an offer that 
if I would supply information of 
dope deals that led to a bust, I 
would not go to jail and also be 
paid for my information, 
Q, But does an informer get set free 
on just telling on one occasion? 
A, No! In my case they wanted at 
least three big busts of real im­
portant drug pushers. 
Q, Were you offered any money, and 
how much? 
A, It depended on the size of the bus� 
but no less than twenty five dol­
lars. 
Q, What was highest they offered you? 
A, Fifty dollars to bust a well known 
bar for gambling and possible dope, 
Q, What was your reply to all of the 
LB.L's offers? 
A, Kiss my --- ! I wasn't about to in­
form or take a chance on getting 
blown away, 
Post reporter 
Galesburg cop gets upper hand in 
political rap with Richardson, 
Photo 1 Galesbur,e; Register-1\:ai l 
attacked 
Post-Amerikan correspondent Mike Richard� 
son was attacked while protesting George 
Wallace at a pre-primary airport rally in 
Galesburg. Richardson and a half dozen 
others were carrying signs criticizing the 
Alabama bigot. The protestors had just 
arrived at the airport when they were at­
tacked. Richardson said Wallace's 18th 
district campaign manager and about "a 
dozen political goons" came out of the term­
inal and jumped the unsuspecting protestors. 
All in all, three Wallacites were arrested. 
Two were charged with disorderly conduct 
and since have pled guilty to a $25 fine. 
Richardson was falsely arrested on a 
trumped-up charge and rushed from the 
airport in handcuffs before Wall.ace even 
arrived at the rally. Richardson was de­
tained downtown until the rally ended and 
was then released. The police told him it 
was a case of "mistaken identity. " 
Needless to say, our correspondent feels 
he was wronged and promised to provide 
Post readers with a full account next month. 
He is currently starting up his own news­
paper, the Free Voice, and is unable to 
prepare a story. He did promise to keep 
Post readers fully informed if he pursues 
a court battle with Wallacites and police. 
This is IBI undercover agent Tom 
Bowman. He doesn't have anything 
directly to do with this article, but 
we thought it could use a photo. 
This was taken in June, 1975. 
Q, So in other words, you were entrap­
ped by the I,B,I.? 
A, Definitely so! 
Q, Do you know of anyone else that has 
been interrogated by the I,B,I, as 
you have? 
A, 80% of the guys doing time for the 
same charge by the I.B.I, who have 
been entrapped were interrogated in 
the same manner. 
Q. Were you ever asked to give names 
of drug pushers? 
A, Yes, but gave none, 
Q, Did the I.B.I. ever offer you pro­
tection if you would give names of 
drug pushers? 
A, Yes, 
Q, In what manner were you offered 
this protection? 
A, (1) By giving me an alias name as 
Butch Cassidy, 
(2) By me never being present at 
the bust, 
Q, Do you think that it was lawful and 
legal for the court and I.B.I to 
prosecute you and give you time? 
A, No! I will always believe that I 
am doing time for the person who 
informed on me, He is an IBI in­
former and dope addict who set me 
up so he eoulcl walk :'ree, I felt 
the time I am doing was his, for he 
was busted for the same reason as 
myself, 
I solemly swear that all the informa­
tion in this article is true and did 
in fact happen, 
Witnessed and signed by: 
Terry Roughton 
�lark D, Edwards 
People who wish to write to the gov­
ernor of Illinois protesting against 
entrapment by the I.B.I. may write at 
this address: 
Daniel Walker 
Office of the Governor 
207 State House 
Springfield, Illinois 
62706· 
POST NOTEs Roughton did name the 
person who informed on him, However, 
we took the name out because so far 
the Post-Amerikan has not named an 
informer unless we have either docu­
mentary proof or the testi�ony of 
an agent in court, 
cpf 
ABOVE: 181 undercover agent Dennis 
Higgins arrives at court i\1arch 19. 
Sketch of Higgins, drawn in court, 
appears at lower left of tpis page. 
In an unprecedented move, Asst. State's Attorney 
Brad Murphy tried to bar the public (mainly Post­
Amerikan reporters) from an ordinarily public 
preliminary hearing March 19. 
Murphy claimed to be trying to protect the life 
and identity of undercover a.gent Dennis Higgins, 
who was testifying at the hearing. 
Though MEG and other secret police agencies 
have been trying to stop Post reporters, pho­
tographers and sketch artists from exposing 
undercover agents, this is the first time the 
State's Attorney's office has agreed to go a.long. 
Previously the prosecutor's office has refused 
MEG requests to file disorderly conduct charges 
against Post photographers outside the courthouse 
and at the MEG office. That troublesome First 
Amendment freedom of the press keeps getting in 
the way of secret police efforts to stop enthusias­
tic photographers and artists. 
State 
public 
fails to bar 
from trial 
So when Asst. State's Attorney moved that the 
public be barred from the courtroom, it was a 
surprise. Photographers are always excluded 
from courtrooms, but the Post artist has always 
been allowed in, as news artists are at all trials. 
Even more surprising was Murphy's claim of a 
supposed legal precedent, the federal case of 
Lloyd v. Benson. 
Why hadn't Murphy used the precedent before? 
Under close questioning, Murphy admitted that 
he hadn't known about the case until that very 
morning. IBI Agent Higgins had brought a copy 
of the case with him. The motion to bar the 
public was IBI's (Illinois Bureau of Investigation) 
idea. After Murphy's motion, the judge agreed 
to hold a secret hearing on whether to make the 
preliminary hearing secret. The public left the 
·courtroom. We watched from outside, through 
the glass door. 
Not long into the secret hearing on whether to 
make the hearing secret, the Asst. prosecutor 
' noticed .that_members of the publi6 were watching 
through the glass door. Murphy asked that the 
secret hearing on whether to make the hearing 
secret be held in a more secret location: inside 
the judge's chambers. 
That was pretty heavy. Chambers are a pretty 
sacrosanct spot. You don't just go having any 
kind of hearing there. The judge retired to 
chambers to consider whether to hold the secret 
hearing on whether to make the hearing secret in 
the secret location of the judge's chambers. 
The judge got an idea: he decided to move the 
secret hearing on whether to make the preliminary 
hearing secret to a more secluded courtroom-­
one with a solid wood door. 
Everyone moved, and the hearing on whether to 
make the hearing secret continued. 
Evidence was presented to show that undercover 
agents have lost their cover by testifying in public 
in McLean County. That put their lives in danger, 
Murphy claimed. MEG Agent Robert Edwards had 
his picture and phone number in the Post-Amerikan 
Murphy claimed, and Edwards had received a 
death threat. 
However, cross-examination determined, the 
death threat had colhe before the Post had pub­
_ lished anything about Edwards. 
Prosecutor Murphy left the courtroom once--to 
fetch Jim Ecklund, the artist who has sketched 
narcs for the Post-Amerikan. Murphy made 
Ecklund take the witness stand and testify that 
he intended to draw Agent Higgins that day. 
Ecklund admitted it. 
After all the "evidence", Judge Joseph Kelly 
retired to his chambers a.gain to decide what to 
do. After a while he returned, and ruled that the 
public had to be admitted. 
The hearing continued, and the accompanying 
sketch of Agent Higgins was drawn there. 
BELOW1 Assistant State's Attorney Brad Murphy demonstrates 
LEFT.1 IBl 
Agent Dennis 
Higgins, 
drawn while 
he testified 
in a joint 
IBl/MEG case 
March 19, 
sophisticated mode of communication he learned in law school, 
At left, �IBG agent For d Jonathan Conley covers his face in 
shocked disbelief at the crudity of public officials, 
Narc assa�lts reporter 
MEG agent Dean Bacon attempted to assault 
a Post-Amerikan.photographer early in March. 
The incident occurred in the basement of the 
McLean County Courthouse. 
Bacon, a Pekin policeman assigned to MEG as 
an undercover �arcotics agent, was waiting 
to testify in a MEG case. . 
When a Post-Amerikan photographer pointed 
a camera at Bacon, the undercover agent 
snapped into a fighting posture and lunged 
several feet at the photographer. Only .a 
quick backward jump saved the reporter and 
his camera from being struck by the aggres­
sive MEG agent, 
Bacon did not try to attack again. Instead 
he began screaming at the reporter. 
"You already have a drawing of me that's 
better than a picture. Why don't you just 
leav'e me alone," the excited agent almost 
shrieked, 
Bacon's voice came in short spurts. He was 
breathing in hard. His face was flushed. 
Droplets of sweat oozed out of Bacon's 
face • 
As Bacon continued screaming at the sur­
prised Post reporter, courthouse loiterers 
began rra.tching curiously. Bacon began to 
realize he had lost control of himself. He 
soon retreated into a nearby office to 
regain his composure. 
Courthouse watchers were puzzled by the 
scene. Such unstable characters are not 
usually present at the hall of justice. 
They understood, though, when they found 
out that the man was a MEG agent. 
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1ury Grand to inve stigate 
MEG employee s 
A McLean County grand jury will hear evidence 
against at least tw o MEG employees in April, evi­
dence 
A McLean County grand jury will hear evidence 
against at least two MEG employees in April, ac­
cording to reliable information gleaned from 
several sources. 
Perjury, filing false reports, using drugs, and de­
livering a substance purported to be a controlled 
substance are some of MEG agent Ford Jonathan 
Conley's tricks which may be investigated. 
The second target of investigation is a MEG "spe­
cial employee" (informer) who was allegedly sell­
ing drugs while working for MEG. Several people 
have reportedly passed lie detector tests claiming 
that they bought drugs from this MEG informer. 
People familiar with the case expect that the grand 
jury will choose to indict the informer. The in­
dictment of Agent Conley is not ctuite as certain, 
according to the Post's information. 
State's Attorney Paul Welch refused to confirm or 
deny the report of the pending grand jury indictment. 
"I'll just say 'no comment, "' Welch told a Post re­
porter, "and you should think about that. As you 
know, I don't usually give 'no comment' responses." 
Covering his face as he 
leaves the courthouse, : •. �G 
Agent Ford Jonathan Conley 
will be investigated for 
using drugs, perjury, filing 
false reports, and delivery 
of purported drugs, Always 
eager, Conley has busted a 
roommate and a girlfriend, 
(Another view of Conley is 
on the opposite page , ) 
(NOTE: After this story was written, a March 27. 
Pantagraph story contained Welch's admission that 
a grand jury would investigate MEG agents. ) 
We are concealing the identity of this informer so 
that he or she will stay in town until arrested. 
This is the 2nd time a MEG "special employee" 
will be indicted in McLean County. 
Shelby Stiger, the MEG "special employee" charged 
in ACLU's $1 million entrapment suit, was indicted 
for delivery of heroin in June 1975. Stiger had de­
livered the drugs to Sammy Neal, who was sub­
sequently framed by Stiger. When Neal passed lie 
detector tests, his charges were dismissed, and 
GOING ... GOING ... GONE 
The Galesburg City Council decided to drop MEG 
last month. MEG (Multi-County Enforcement 
Group) has been drawi�g fire statewide for a host 
of reasons: false arrests, entrapments, bungled 
raids, ineffectiveness, and waste of tax dollars. 
The city fathers added a new twist to the reasons 
for dropping out: MEG's defective insurance 
policy. City Manager Tom Herring spotted a 
loophole in MEG's coverage that would have left 
the city liable for the mistakes of agents, exem­
plified by the recent raid in Monmouth when they 
attacked a. wrong house during predawn hours, 
terrorizing the innocent, sleeping family inside. 
Alderman Curtis Erickson, Second Ward, said 
MEG "caused a lot of embarrassment in this 
area. " More specifically, the Peoria-McLean 
chapter of the ACLU ha:.s charged MEG of "illegal 
and unethical behavior" as well as "poor and un­
professional police work. " 
Galesburg Police Chief Jim Frakes said his 
recommendation to withdraw from the unit was 
based on financial considerations. Not only does 
the Chief have to watch his budget, but MEG is 
going to be getting greedier with member govern­
mental units as state and federal funding is soon 
to be ending. 
Peoria unilaterally decreased its contribution to 
the anti-drug secret unit by $5000 this winter. 
MEG' s ever-growing financial difficulties had 
already led to the closing of the two satellite 
offices, one in Galesburg and one in Bloomington. 
VISIT JE RRY "SUPERSPY" 
666 S. 4th ST., 
LAGROW: 
M O RTON, I L L. 
Members of the public wishing to meet MEG 
head Je=y "Superspy" La.Grow will have a 
tough time finding him at work. Post rep­
orters attempting to interview La.Grow at 
his secret Peoria office (600 Abingdon 
St., Room 204) were told that no such per­
son worked there. (A Lie.) 
Post reporters trying to meet La.Grow at the 
monthly MEG board meetings have been simi­
larly frustrated. Whenever reporters or 
other interested members of the public 
attend the meetings, La.Grow stays away. 
For 4 months LaGrow missed every MEG 
meeting, until board members held a secret 
meeting in March that was not on their 
regular meeting schedule. (It's illegal 
for such a public body to hold secret 
meetings.) 
La.Grow is not so likely to skip visits to 
his secret residence at 666 S. 4th St. in 
Morton, Illinois. 
Located in a long row of apartments, La­
Grow's is the only one with no ·name on the 
mailbox. You can't miss it, 
La.Grow' s car is usually parked in back of 
his apartment. In mid-March he was driving 
a red Ford with license 145 683. 
Post photographers (and not very good ones) 
caught this photo of La.Grow walking to his 
car a few months ago. At that time he 
parked in the street. 
Here's MEG head Jerry LaGrow, 
This isn't bad photography; the 
�rinter messed this picture up. 
MEG informer Stiger was indicted. 
The charge was quickly dropped in plea bargaining, 
however. The State admitted it had a weak case, 
since it was Neal's word against Stiger's. 
The State knew that from the beginning: the in­
dictment was a token gesture, to show that they 
"did something" when they found out that a MEG 
employee was entrapping, framing, and selling 
drugs. 
In the same way, this upcoming indictment of 
another MEG informer may be another token 
·gesture on the part of the State's .Attorney's 
office. 
The Illinois Constitution mandates disclosure of 
receipts and records of public funds save for 
specific exclusions under the law. Despite this, 
MEG Treasurer Dave Watkins refuses to reveal 
the records of the secret police unit. Allegations 
prevail that the real reason for failure to comply 
with the state constitution is not to protect the 
real identity of secret agents, but to cover up 
wasteful spending. 
The Galesburg MEG office is closed, but city 
dwellers still do not know where it was or how 
much it really cost. --Mike Richardson, 
Galesburg Correspondent 
Is MEG 
the way 
on 
out? 
A full-page Pantagraph story on March 27 
raised the possibility that there soon may 
be "NO MORE MEG TO KICK AROUND." 
While McLean County and Bloomington may 
withdraw from the multi-county drug unit 
by December 1, other counties and cities 
plan on staying. 
Federal funds channeled through the Il­
linois Law Enforcement Commission expire 
December 1. If MEG is to continue, coun­
ties, cities,· afid the state must come up 
with more money. 
Pekin Police Chief Don Smith, quoted in the 
Ms.rch ?0 Peoria Journal Star, said he would 
"beg, borrow or steal" to keep MEG in oper­
ation. Other local government units appar­
ently plan on raising enough money to keep 
MEG going, though in a smaller geographical 
area. 
Earlier in March, the city of Galesburg 
voted to withdraw from MEG effective May 
Jl. (See adjoining story.) 
At first McLean County Sheriff John King 
had said he wanted to quit MEG December 1. 
In the March 27 Pantagraph he said he wants 
to get out in June. 
If McLean County withdraws, Bloomington 
will have to get out by December 1, since 
units of government in MEG have to adjoin 
each other. 
The MEG board is investigating having new 
counties join the group. 
It looks now as though MEG may continue 
past 1976. But probably not in McLean 
County. 
SHERIFF WATKINS: 
David Watkins: 
Warren County 
Sheriff, MEG 
Treasuer. 
Last month the Post de tailed a bungled 
nre -dawn 1'1£G raid in lV!onmouth, Ill inois 
We told of the raiding party led by the 
Warre n County She riff, Dave Watkins, as 
it attacked ·the-wrong house, terroriz .. 
ing the innocent sleeping family ins ide. 
We repeated charge s of sloppy pol ice 
work made by Monmouth Pol ice Ch ie f 
Kenneth Wallace , S ince Sheriff 
Watkins is the Pe oria MEG Tt'easurer ,  
any allegations of wrongdoing or in­
Pptne ss fall square ly on his shoulders . 
Wo u nded w a r  hero 
Dave Watkins was electe d  She riff in 
1970 following an emotion-laden spe e ch 
on r1;emo rial day whe re , as a fre shly 
wounded  wa r he ro-come-home, he de­
nounced flag burners . Watkins com­
ple te d his patriotic pitch to the 
strains of the national anthe m  while 
!v,onmou1:h Republicans handed him the ir 
nomination for She riff , 
Watkins went on to victory in Nove mber 
and served eagerly as Warren County ' s 
Chief law enforce ment office r ,  He was 
already active in MEG organizat ional 
plans when he ran for reelection in 
1974. Watkins bragge d to voters in 
paid political advertisements of his 
role as MEG Treasurer.  
The Sheriff ' s dut ie s as  MEG Treasure r 
have put him at odds with the Post­
Ame rikan. He has de scribed the Post 
as irre spons ible for publ icity given 
MEG ' s  se cret age hts , H is claims of 
1irrespons ibil ity have provided him 
with a convenient excuse not to talk 
to Post reporte rs . 
The Post has be en attempting to re­
search the financ ial re cords of the 
Peoria-based �EG unit to uncover waste­
ful spend ing, U of I criminologist 
John Webster has crit icized MEG units 
with squandering tax dollars on fic­
t it ious cove r operat ions, e xpens ive 
rented cars, and plush office space 
located  away from government buildings . 
"Poor S h e r iff Kin g'' 
MEG Treasurer Watkins once told a Post 
reporter he was glad the Post was a 
Bloomington newspape r.  "You guys write 
about that poor Sheriff K ing in eve ry 
issue . I ' m  glad you are not in 
Monmouth ; I would get tired reading 
about myself all the time . "  
S ince the n, Watkins has blame d the Post 
for Galesburg ' s dropping out of the 
drug unit . "Galesburg might not have 
quit if we could have had this dialog 
three months ago . The Post-Amerikan 
has be en tying us up . "  
What Watkins was talking about was a 
spe cial ··March MEG board meet ing that 
was off the regular s chedule so that 
Jerry "Lawsuit" Lagrow, the MEG di­
re ctor could attend without fear of be ­
ing photographed .  
Lawsuit Lagrow sugge sted that MEG fo ld 
its tent for upcoming lack of funds . 
Board members were aghast at the ir di­
rectorll words . Watkins, master of the 
bud get, promised to try a salvage job  
on the s inking police group . 
Watkins also complained about publi c  
crit ic ism o f  the se cret drug unit ever 
s ince the $1 million entrapment law­
suit aga inst MEG by the ACLU, 
Co nst it ut ional mand ate 
Art icle 8 ,  Se ct ion 1 ( c )  of the 
Illinois Const itut ion state s• 
"Report s and re cords of the ob­
l igat ion , re ce ipt and use of pub­
lic  flinds of the state, units of 
local government, and s chool dis­
tricts are publ ic  re cords avail­
able for inspe ction by the pub­
l i c  according to law. "  
We contacted Sheriff Watkins in his ca­
·pac ity as lflEG Treasurer and asked to 
e xamine the actual cash rece ipts for 
MEG ' s  various bus ine ss  transa ct ions . 
. The Const itution is quite e xplicit on 
the matter at hand and Watkins was ob­
l igated to comply with our request . 
" I  don' t care what it says in the Con­
stitution. Oops, I shouldn' t have 
sa id that. Well its too late, Well, 
I do care what it says in the Const i­
tut ion, I j ust am not going to give you 
MEG re ce ipts , "  
Watkins e xplained the issue was a mat­
ter of cons cience and it would take a 
j udge to make him turn the public in­
format ion . I don' t care, the State s 
Attorney has to defend me , "  
"Gu n g - ho'' 
Sheriff Watkins seemed too se lf-ri-
City Council further 
cramps Human 
Relations Commission 
In a move which further weakens the effectiveness of the Bloom­
ington Bloomington Human Relations Commission, the Bloomington City 
Council denied a request by HRC Coordinator Ray Hodges to retain one 
member of his staff after June JO, 
The staff member is Marty Meketarian, an investigator for the HRC, 
who was hired to work for the city through CETA (the federal Com­
prehensive Employment Training Act.) Meketarian's duties thus far 
have been to receive complaints from persons alleging discrimination, 
to research and investigate the complaints, and to present them be­
fore the HRC board. The procedures are conducted confidentially to 
protect the person with the complaint, and the identity of the dis­
crimination offender, whether a person or company, is kept from the 
public. 
WE ALSO BUY USED EQUIPMENT Through its words and actions, the Bloomington City Council seem bent on reducing whatever effectiveness the HRC has. The lone dissenter 
was Jesse Parker, the only city council member hailing from Bloom­
ington's west side. The Pantagraph quoted Parker as saying "the 
city is • • •  just giving lip service to the function (of Human Rel­
ations Coordinator) because he (Hodges) can't get out in the field 
and do the work • • •  while maintaining his office responsibilities." 
MPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORES 
FINANCING AVAILABLE 
• .. Councilperson Buchanan was upset because the Human Relations Com­mission has three CETA employees in its office. Claiming that such a situation violates CETA's concepts, Buchanan went on to remark 
that Hodges' s job is just in the beginning stage. "To add a body 
now is just a luxury we can't afford, " the Pantagraph quoted him. 
Because other city departments have been instructed not to broaden 
their functions, Buchanan reasoned that the HRC should stay where it 
is. Realistically, though, if the HRC's functions aren't broadened, 
its hands will be tied when it comes to doing anything constructive. 
Hodges will have to work twice as hard ,  if possible, cutting down on 
the caseload the HRC can handle, and it will be easier for the more 
powerful offenders to get off, The public·will never know who the 
offenders are, 
Parker argued that other parts of the city budget could be cut in 
places like the parks and recreation budget to allow for rehiring 
of an equal opportunity specialist. Even Mayor Bittner was riding 
the fence for a little while, saying he reluctantly agreed that the 
investigator position should be cut from the HRC. Then he fell off 
the fence. Buchanan again missed the point in responding to Parker's 
suggestion of budget cuts elsewhere, suggesting that any department 
could begin new programs. 
The HRC isn't even getting a chance to begin to work. 
--Tom Pain 
Pride, Integrity, and Guts____....
q 
ghteous in his re fusal to coope rate 
with the Post , so we d id a l ittle re­
search into his ja il operation where 
we could dig at some fact s .  
In Octobe r and Novembe r o f  1974 , his 
Democrat ic opponent , Steve Shunick , 
ra ise d  several serious unanswe re d 
que st ions about wasted and misuse d 
funds in Watkins ' spiralling budget . 
Shunick also asked about alle gations 
of illegal weapon use by the Sheriff ' s  
department . Othe r unanswere d que st ions 
concerne d the private use of county 
cars by familie s  of the deput ie s  and 
misuse of cars by off-duty office rs . 
Watkins survived that t ime with char­
acte rist i c  boldnB ss and shortne ss of 
reply . In running h is department with 
a firm hand , he take s an act ive role in 
law enforce ment dut ies  and actual ly 
seems to  re l i sh his j ob as MEG T rea­
sure r .  
One area lawman voluntee red this re­
fle ct ion , �Dave Watk ins is a good cop , 
but in all fairne ss , he is a l ittle 
gung ho . He runs his office l ike he 
must have run his unit in Viet Nam . "  
One person who he lps out at the jail 
is the good Sheriff ' s  wife , Aurelia .  
While she has he r own beauty shop 
bus ine ss , Aurel ia Watkins p icks up a 
tidy $ 1 000 a year for pocke t money for 
be ing " on call"  with no other dut ies , 
according to  a Feb . 27 , 1975 Depart­
ment of C orre ct ions Ja il Inspe ct ion 
report . 
f\J o r t h s id e  Ca fe 
During the Post inquiry into Warren 
County jail ope rat ions , one aspe ct of 
ja iled life seemed  to stand out s The 
food . Our attent ion was first dire cte d 
t oward the " meals" served from com­
plaints by prisone rs themse lve s .  One 
MEG defendant , out on bond , t old us he 
almost " starved t o  death" wh ile in the 
county lockup .  
Mom Lee , a longtime critic  of Dave 
Watk ins ( Mom is currently a MEG defen­
dant herself be ing charge d with sell ing . 
a controlled substance to  ill-famed 
Ford C onley , see last month ' s  Post for 
details ) was locked up for three days 
in the Sheriff ' s  custody . He re are he r 
Men'c 
Ca ,y 
lib er a t i  o n  
tt r u99 l e 
I think that it  is  important for the 
men ' s movement and the gay movement 
to work together for a lot of reasons 
and here are some of them 1 
--Sexism directed toward women i s  be­
c oming a pretty open topic . Sexism 
directed toward men is  j ust beginn ing 
to  be explored.  But sexism directed 
toward gay people by both non-gays and 
�ays really needs to be brought out into th e open and talked about . 
--Men in this  culture s ee . few . role 
models and get little support for 
having intimate sexual and non-sexual 
' relationships with other men . 
- -N ot all men have the desire or in­
clination to have a sexual relation­
ship with another man , but so many 
relationships between men are severely 
l imited because of a fear of being 
affectionate or intimate with each 
other.  " If I hug him , it  means I ' m 
gay . "  � o .  it doesn ' t mean you ' re gay , 
' although being gay isn ' t  such a bad 
way to be . 
- -Men need to get together to offer 
mutual support to each other in deal­
ing with mascul inity hassles , no 
matter what their sexual or affection­
al· preferences . 
own words s 
" I  had two rolls and black coffee for 
breakfast . "  
"My suppe r ,  it was two ':Sandwiche s .and 
a carton of milk . "  
" I  had 2 rolls and a glass of black 
c offee for breakfast . " 
One Sunday afternoon the Post called 
up one of the jail inmate s j ust after 
the main noon -meal had be en served . 
Here is the descript ion of the Sunday 
dinne r just as a prisoner looked at it 
right in front of him . 
" Le t •  s see , I •  ve got a table spoon of 
peas . A heaping table spoon of salad . 
An ice cream scoopfull of beans and 
hotdogs . Oh yeah , and coffee . But 
no one has even touched it . Been the re 
JO minute s and not one guy trie d it . 
It' s muddy in the bottom of your cup 
whe.n yo u drink that stuff . "  
One former jail re s ident sa id rolls in 
the morning sounded good to him ; all 
he ever got was two donuts for break-
- fast . 
The Warren C ounty Treasurer' s office 
tells us that Bill Maney' s cafe is 
paid $ 1 . 00 for breakfast , $ 1 . 80 fo� 
lunch , and $ 1 . 25 for supper for each 
inmate .  
She riff Watkins refused  t o  give us any 
jail population stat istics ( " I ' m  too 
busy? to  confirm or deny the treasure r 
figures . Watkins was· equally unco­
ope rat ive in providing the Post with 
jail menus . 
" K i c k backs or r ip- offs " 
On July JO , 1974 the ad hoc committee 
of the Warren C-0unty Grand Jury in­
spe cted the jail of Sheriff Watkins . 
T he c ommittee commented in the ir report 
how courte ously they we re treated by 
the S heriff . Just the same , they fe lt , 
" it might be worth while to cons ide r  ·that 
cooking and serving of food from the 
jail itself rather than purchasing food 
outside . "  
Prior t o  S heriff Watk ins ' s term in of­
fice , meals were prepared in the jail 
kit chen.  S ince Watkins has been 
She riff , Bill Maney has supplied the 
food . 
--Non-gay and gay men need to realize  
that being a man i s  not playing a role , 
but that being a man is  something that I happens at puberty . Being a man is  I 
meals serve d should be kept . "  In 
D iekhoff ' s jail inspe ction report of 
Feb . 27 , 1975 he sa id , " Table and 
benche s should be provided t o  eat upon 
in e ithe r cell or cellblock . "  
Diekhoff also re commended expanding 
the visit ing hours , (they haven' t  been) 
and putting into effe ct a me rit system 
of hiring jaile rs . 
The re has been much community crit­
icism of the Maney meals by those who 
have knowledge of conditions . One 
courthouse ins ider who decline s to  be 
ident ified said that , " e ither Dave is 
gett ing kickbacks or Maney is ripping 
off the county . "  Most pe rs ons con­
tacted about this matter had no com­
ment , although a few Watkins fans 
strongly denied allegat ions of kick­
backs . 
Anonymous lette r 
The P ost re ce ived an anonymous let­
te r sent out from the Warren County 
jail , While the grammar is not always 
good , and we de leted a few cuss words , 
we feel  the letter was really intended 
for the public to  see . 
"The food is  bad enoue:h . Not enough t o  
f.ill you up . T he coffee st icks at the 
bottom of a cup . That ' s  Maney' s fault 
and the county should get rid of him 
and get better food . Watkins , you are 
gett ing ripped off ! You dummy. See 
what MEG - is doing to  you . Showing you 
got dirty place s and rotten food . I ' d  
try t o  get it right if you think MEG is  
gonna las t .  Even forgot to say about 
the sanitat ion . 1 towe l  per week . 1 . 
sheet per week . 1 always-dirty blanke t .  
You l ike drying with yesterday' s dirt • •  
We don' t .  Get rid of Watkins and MEG . "  
"What a Drag" 
--Mike Richards on , 
Gale sburg Corre spondent 
not something y ou mus� work toward . 
J�k 
� . -----------------------1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
l 
' 
� Pa ntag raph Keeps Ageist Ads 
La st month, the Post-A merikan highlighted the 
problem of age discrimination in renting in the 
Twin Cities. Specifica lly, young couples or sin­
gles with children have found it difficult to rent 
apa rtments or houses. State's Attorney Paul Welch 
a greed that the present Illinois law prohibiting 
rental discrimination against couples or singles 
with children should be expanded to forbid news­
paper advertising which excludes children from 
living in certain dwellings. 
The Pantagraph's willingness to change its policies 
in the classified adve_rtising department remained 
questionable, though. This reporter spoke with 
Karen Craig of the Pantagraph classified advertis­
ing department to discover what its specific 
policies were with respect to the law. 
She said the Pantagraph "can accept such an ad" 
(stipulating "no children"). Following a short con­
sultation with a superior in the lucrative classifieds 
department, Craig affirmed that "we aren't the law 
and we cannot police the law. " 
While I wa s questioning Ms. Craign, another Panta­
graph classifieds employee, Ms. Ford, took the 
line and attempted to finish answering my questions . 
Ford acknowledged that the Pantagraph won't ac­
cept classified advertising which discriminates 
against racial, ethnic or religious minorities , but 
she insisted that "we are not planning on changing 
our policies" when it comes to discriminating 
against children. In one way, the Pantagraph 
would not aid certain forms of discrimination, but 
in others, it blatantly contributes to the form of 
age discrimination that the Illinois legislature 
tried to counter by passing the law designed to aid 
people with children. 
Asserting that "we don't feel it' s  discriminatipn, " 
Ms. Ford went on to explain that (she thinks) "nine 
times out of ten people will call the landlord in-
..,Wattaya mean, 2 l.D.'s?" 
a er 
DOWNTO WN NORMAL 
827-9586 8 27 - 9137 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Tues. - thru Sat. Open 12 Noon 
AmJ£ SP8e!A£1 Sa11dwiclt, Salad a1td Bar eocktail - $ l50 
NOW SERVING COCKTAILS & MIXED DRI NKS 
I PO OL * 
from 12 110011 to 8: 90 -
)1ost Bar tJri11ks 65c 
PINBALL * FOOS BALL * ELECTRONIC GAMESI 
Entertainment Nitely * Fl icks 
GA LERY I GA LERY II 
APRIL 1 - Thurs. - -GARY DUEHR . . . . . . .  DWA YN E HOOVER 
2 - Fri . -- RON LIND ENBAUM . . . .  JOHN BRIGGS 
3 - Sat. -- BUGWATER . . . . . . .  DAV E  MI NION 
4 - Sun. -- FLATLAND F LYERS . . . .  MOYER/COHEN 
5 - Mon. -- JIM SCHROEDER . . . . . BOB POULSEN 
6 - Tu es. -- DWAYN E HOOV ER . . . . CHUCK RASMA 
7 - Wed. - - " E A T  THE ST EW" . . . C LEM & BUSBY 
8 - �hurs. - - VASILOU/SCHWAR Z  . . . .  K EITH STREID 
volved if the apartment is appealing enough. " Ms . 
Ford did not know whether the Pantagra.ph' s  form 
of discrimination in print really served its purpose 
in keeping people with children from attempting to 
rent the apartment. 
This reporter asked Ms . Ford if the Pantagraph 
would consider changing its classified ads policy 
if ordered to by the court. She did not comment 
on the possibility. 
--Tom Pain 
Fatal 
White Cross 
Word has just been received from Bill Phillips 
of the State Commission of Delinquency Preven­
tion and .Quincy pharmacist, Ken Lohr, licensed 
to analyze street drugs, that the drug white cross 
has 'been responsible for deaths in California and 
Oregon. What is more important is that this drug 
may be moving east toward Illinois. 
White cross is a common street drug found in this 
area; it is a very small white press tablet, and it 
has a plus sign or cross imprinted on one side. 
It is sold as a stimulant, but usually contains 
caffeine equal to 4-6 cups of coffee. Three years 
ago a dangerous drug, PMA , was found in white 
cross, and an all-out effort was made to announce 
this fact. 
Now we have found that any white cross coming 
to this area in the near future may contain a 
large amount of strychnine and brucine, an alka­
loid of strychnine.  Ken Lohr reports that it is 
so potent, that after the drug is ingested, there 
is very little chance for recovery. 
Since the white cross containing strychnine looks 
almost exactly the same as caffeine white cross ,  
w e  are asking all those obtaining this drug NOT TO 
TAKE ANY, not even 1/2 or 1/4 of a tablet, until 
analysis of the contents is made. Guess work re­
garding this drug could be fatal. 
IF YOU DO DOPE, KNOW WHA T YOU TAKE. 
NAZlt MARCH ACAIN 
( Datel ine s Bloomington) Onc e  again 
on March 6, a parade of dumpy 
Southern Nazis  marched down Main to 
Mennonite Hospital to dump a wreath 
at George Linc oln Rockwell ' s  birth­
plac e .  
Who cares? 
- -D . C .  
COLBY ON MOSES 
( LNS ) -- " Intelligenc e is a very old 
activity . Moses sent two spies from 
each tribe to spy out the land of 
Canaan , Joshua sent two spies into 
�erich o ,  where they spent the n ight 
in a harlot ' s  house and then went 
down out of the town on a rope over 
the wall, " 
--Former C . I . A .  Director 
William C olby 
THE SPI ES 
WITH IN 
Another Post Off ice 
Worker Speaks 
Dear Post-Amerikan r 
I would like to  c ommend you on 
your outstanding newspaper .  I 
like the way that you "tell it 
like it is . "  I would also l ike 
to c omment on a c ouple of ar­
t ic les  which appeared in your 
March issue . These articles 
were in reference to Blooming­
ton Post Office . •  
I also am a postal employee and 
I have to totally agree with the 
views as stated in those two 
art icle s .  Those sort of things 
really do happen , almost daily , 
and they are c ont inuing to  get 
worse . 
Just several days ago , the letter 
carriers were told that if they 
staye d home sick , even for one day , 
that they would have to  get· a 
signed certificate from the ir doc­
tor stating what kind of an ill­
ness they had . They then would 
turn this c ert ificate in to the ir 
supervisor when they returned to 
work . Failure to do this would 
result in this letter carrier be ing 
c harged AWOL for the day he was 
ill . This would re sult in this 
person forfe it ing his pay for the 
period he was off . Postmaster 
Buhrke implemented this  policy even 
though it is a c le ar violat ion of 
the National Agreement between the 
Carrier ' s  Union and the postal ser­
vic e ,  as we ll as a violat ion of the 
Postal Manual . Once  again , this 
rule does not apply t o  postal super­
visors and managers . 
You also made reference to the food 
stamp program . 
It  was stated that it was uncertain 
whether there would be the sale of 
food stamps at the substat ion in the 
parking garage . 
on this matter ,  the postal service 
stated that there would not be a 
vault in the postal substation .  This 
is where they are really blowing 
smoke at the public . 
Where do you suppose they are 
going to st ore the thousands of 
dollars ' worth of stamps , and all 
of the blank money orders and all 
of the ir other valuables? Of 
course , in a vault . Do they ac­
tually think they can fool every­
one forever? Most of the se postal 
managers have no respect towards 
the public . All they care about 
is the ir $25 , 000-$JO , OOO salary . 
As the d irector of mail process ing 
was once  heard to say afte r  re ­
ce iving a c omplaint from a postal 
patron , "F the publ ic , where else 
can they mail a letter?" Some fine 
att itude , isn 't  it? 
Once again , thanks , and c ongratula­
tions on your fine paper . Yours is 
the only way that we , the average 
postal workers , can express  our views 
t o  the public . 
I also be lieve that after your March 
issue was printed ,  there will be many 
postal workers buying the Post­
Amerikan regularly . 
Like t he writer in the March issue , 
I had better withhold my name for 
fear of be ing persecute d .  
Enjoyable Habit 
Church Ignores 
Poverty 
Dear Post-Amerikan , 
Regarding the items I have circled in a Sunday 
circular from Trinity Lutheran Church: Why should 
we as Americans giv e our goods, such as washers, 
dryers and mixers and pay for things that hundreds 
of our own people don't have, for people who mur­
dered our sons, brothers, boyfriends , and friends ? 
I, as a taxpayer, cannot ignore the fact that people 
of our own "Great Country" are starving, and the 
so-called good people of not only Trinity Lutheran 
but hundreds of other churches are worried about 
washers for Vietnamese families. 
We are being used through our own stupidity. Can 
anyone tell me when churches and other organiza­
tions have banded together to support the poor of 
Bloomington ? When was the last time a family 
from Bloomington or Norma l was given a free home, 
education, hospital and dental.care, and optical 
services, without begging on their knees at the 
Welfare Office ? Would Viet Nam do it for us ? 
.I 'm not ashamed to say I'm disgusted. 
Mary S. Wendell 
Former Student of 
Trinity Lutheran School & 
Church 
POST NOTE TO MS. WENDELL: 
(While we at the Post-Amerikan sympathize with 
your disgust with those who ignore the poverty 
in our own community, we feel uncomfortable 
with the other side of the coin also -- lack of con­
cern for the poor of other countries. However, 
the Vietnamese who have emigrated to the U. S.  
are not those who were poor and oppressed in 
their homeland, but people allied with the privi­
leged classes. Also, while the Vietnamese you 
Dear Post Pe ople - classify as "murderers" were killing our loved 
ones, our loved ones were not only killing them, Your paper is an enj oyable monthly 
hab it 1 Thought I o d write . you some but destroying their country. The whole thing is 
of my own words that I think are a complicated issue, but we believe that it is im-
re levant to the kind of people your portant to be constantly aware of how we are all 
paper trie s to expose openly • • •  the manipulated by those in power to see other classes 
Racism at 
Post Office 
Dear Post-Amerikan : 
I don ' t  know what the U . S.  Postal Ser­
vice is coming to these days , but some 
things that go on day to day are enough 
to turn one ' s  stpmach . 
II 
During the week of March 19 I was in the 
Post Office attempting to send off some 
mail . I st epped into a line behind a 
black man who had been seriously injured , 
either on the job or in an auto accident . 
He was hunched o ver, and the affliction 
forced him to walk in a pigeon-toed manner , 
Clearly it was a real effort for him to 
walk anywhere , and I admired him for 
being strong enough to wait his turn in 
the long line for servi ce , 
I ' m  not ordinarily a snoop, but I noti ced 
that the man purchased a Postal money 
order at the service window , thanked the 
clerk, and took his little girl by the 
hand to leave . I pur: chased my stationery 
and went to the .east wing of t he new 
Post Office to address the letters . 
In that east wing the Post Office provides 
a photocopying machine for people to use .  
On that parti cular day the machine had 
broken , and three workers plus one super­
visor-type were discussing what m5. ght be 
wrong with it . The men didn ' t  seem to be 
doing any construct i ve work , but the 
management honcho enjoyed the discussion 
that began about food stamp recipients . 
"Did ya see that one colored guy who came 
in here with that fake limp?" one worker 
aske d .  "He want ed to put on a good show 
while he was getting his food stamps . "  
" Yeah, I bet he ' ll sell ' em t o  put another 
payment on that nice car of his , "  the 
management honcho offered , "I saw him 
straighten right up when he sat down in 
his car . "  
I saw the man straining while he drove to 
see the on-coming traffic so he could 
negotiate his left turn .  
The management honcho ' s  fat neck made his 
little tie bob up and down as he continued 
his assault on food stamp recipients , Soon, 
after reali zing that his small mind wouldn ' t  
help fix the photocopying machine, the 
honcho walked back to his office to enjoy · 
another coffee break . 
It is appalling to hear that the U . S. postal 
Service is in such bad shape these days . 
The rate increases, the poor service-­
everybody wonders what the causes are . I 
saw one of them--a previleged jerk who 
doesn ' t  do any work and draws a big 
salary . And you know that the big salary 
is t he reason there are too few postal 
workers to handle the enormous task that is 
theirs . 
I ' m  one taxpayer who has had it with 
this form of government welfare--big 
money to civil servant s who just occupy 
space and push others around , 
I 
(unsigned) 
'Tm experimenting with a new 
production method." 
We ' ve seen you as you go your way, 
Your eyes turned from the ground , 
Never looking more than at yourself 
To  see what ' s going down .  
T o  see things happen ,  just like this , 
A shame you can ' t  see too ,  
' C ause we never want to  see  in  our­
selves 
What we have seen in you. 
ones who hurt others - who make it and countries in ways that are convenient for the 
harder to  live in uneasy society any ppwerful, not for us. Oppression is never simple ! )  I think that ' s  pretty se lf-explanatory way - the ones  that so many people ................................................. and hopefully to the point . Thanks 
bel ieve in so strongly • • •  if they for the reading . 
only knew .  
Can you relate to  this? 
When you look , you ' ll maybe smile , 
( Your c onsc ience so  to please ) 
At the age less of the time at hand , 
Products of the seventie s .  
Maintain, 
Judy Tolbert 
Minier , Illinois 
I 
I .. �R DMDTE  
! TRU E 
I \ NT(R�TlONALIS 
P i c k e t s  surrounded I S IJ ' s  Internati onal 
P o u s e  March 2 7 , as k i hg the pub l i c  to 
boy c o t t  t h e  I ntern a t i onal Fair wh i c h  
w a s  go ing o n  ins i d e . 
A t  i s sue was t h e  r ight. of int ernati onal 
s t udents t o  re pre s ent the total i ty of 
t h e i r  c ult ure - - even i f  it meant e xpos­
ing brutal d i c tators h ips and hard-core 
e xplo itation o f  t h e i r  p e opl e - - t o  the 
touri s ty type s  who patron i z e  Int e rna­
ti onal l"a i r .  
T h e  fair ' s  primary purpo s e - - o ther than 
INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS 
EDY COTT 
INTERNATIONAL 
FAIR 
t h e  propagal1Ua l�ne 0: h e lping Ameri­
c an s  understand other c ul ture s - - i s  t o  
rai s e  money b y  s e l l ing trinkets pro­
duc e d  in f o r e i gn c ountr i e s .  
When I rani an s t udents wanted t o  e xplain 
t o  the Ame r i cans j us t  how s ome of tho s e  
e thni c  pro duc t s  are made , a n d  under 
what conditi ons , that was " p o l i t i c s , "  
and tabo o  at the fai r .  
I ranian stud ents were forc e d  t o  take 
their d i splay material out s i d e , which 
they d i d .  Anyone enter ing the Int er-
nat i onal Fair by way o f  the ISU Q uad 
had t o  f irst look at a c ons i derab l e  
array of poster d i splays d e s c r ib ing 
l if e  and c ond i t i on s  in I ran . 
I t  was a l ittle too c ontrovers ial f or 
auth orit i e s  at Internati onal Hous e , 
who w i s h  that " internati onal under� 
stand ing" c oul d omit all c onside ra t i on 
of imperial i sm ,  Third W orld poverty , 
mult inat i onal c o rporat i ons , and the 
d e adly p o l i t ic al repre s s i on in u . s . ­
backed " fr e e  worl d "  d i c tatbrsh ips . 
A l eafl e t  e xplaining pro te stors ' p o s i ­
t i on was hand e d  out , It was s i gn e d  by 
Iran i an Students A ss o c i at i on , Eri t­
rean Studen t s  A s soc iation , and A fr i can 
Student s .  
Peor ia  C o p to  A i d  S h a h  of I r  a n 's I ro n  R u  l e  
( Pe dria ) R i chard D .  C o uron ha s l e f t  
t he P e o ria P o l ice Depa rtment f o r  a 
prestigi ous , top l ev e l  j ob w i th the 
I ra nian nat io na l  pol i c e , C o uron , a 
comp ute r ope rat i ons re s e a rc h  ana l yst , 
w i l l  be work ing f o r  U l t ra S ys te ms , 
of Ne wp o rt B e a ch , Ca , ,  wh i c h  ha s a 
contract t o  p rovide the nat i ona l 
m i l itary p o l i ce with comp ut e r  te ch­
nology ,  
C o uron , known a s  fathe r o f  CAD­
OLIS ( C omput e r  A s s iste d D ispat c h ing 
and On- l ine Inf o rmat ion S e rv i ce ) 
w i l l  be tak ing knowle dge of s ome 
of the mo st s o ph i s t i cate d p o l i ce 
compute rs ye t d e v i s e d  t o  the re p­
re ss ive d i c tat o r s h ip , 
C ouron , wh o w i l l  be working in 
T e he ran , w i l l  probably be use d t o  
b ui ld huge data banks o n  po l i t i ca l  
prisone rs and opponent s o f  S ha h  
R i za Mohamme d Pahle vi ' s  a ut o crat i c  
rule . " I  a m  rea l ly l o o k ing f o rward 
t o  t he ne w j ob , "  C o uron t o l d  the 
Pe o ria J o urna l-S ta r , " the y made me 
an o ffe r I c o ul dn ' t t urn down • •  
A rea re s ident s  unfamil ia r  with 
R i chard C o uron' s te chni cal p o l ice 
e valuat i on work will pe rhaps re ­
membe r him f o r  h i s  re cent a dvo cacy 
o f  p o l i ce dogs when t he P e o ria 
P o l i ce De partment was s che dule d t o  
abo l i sh t he i r  K-9 c o rp s . C o uron 
worke d to upgrade the unit with t he 
use o f  S chut zhund s , a Ge rman b re e d .  
He re fe rs t o  h i s  e ff o rt s  in be ha l f  
o f  t h e  d o g s  a s  t he h igh po int o f  
h i s  care e r .  
blueberries . Cherries , like mulberries , 
crabappl es , and mock apples , are available 
in July and should be pi cked at their 
ripest condit ion-- just as they start to 
drop in quantity . Crabapples look like 
small apples and are delicious . Mock apples 
s hould probably be jammed or blended (t hey 
make good sauce and flavoring , like all the 
fruits ment ioned ) , since they are bitter and 
need a . sweet ener . 
At t he pre sent t ime t he dreaded 
Savak , the Iranian se cret p o l i c e , 
i s  " fa i rly de v o i d  of compute r te ch­
nology . " C o uron want s to change 
t hat and pre d i ct s , " great and s ig­
n i f i cant change s , "  
A s  one P e o rian put it re cent ly ,  
" D i ck C ouron shoul d  have spent 
more t ime study ing p o l it i ca l  s c ie nce 
instead of all t hat compute r s c ience . "  
Despite our obvious apprehension about 
eating wild vegetables , let alone common 
" weeds , "  this plant actually makes a good 
food . Leaves , when pi cked in spring be­
fore the plant flowers , should be boiled in 
at least 2 changes of water to remove any 
bitterness . The roots , dug in early spring , 
make an excellent root vegetable . Dande­
lions , by t he way , have 1 7  t imes as much 
vitamin A per pound as carrots do . 
I� 
B a c kya rd S a l a d 
Young milkweeds , found during the spring of 
t he year , have leaves which make a good pot­
herb or vegetable .  They are most t ender 
when about a half foot high or less , do not 
branch at all ,  unlike t heir poisonous coun­
t erpart , Dogban e .  
Dock has numerous clusters o f  small purpl­
ish-green flo wers wit h seeds , and long 
lance-like leaves . The leaves are a good 
vegetable or pot herb anytime , if they are 
cooked with at least two changes of wat er . 
W hite Oak nuts ( Whit e Oak and its relat ives 
can be easily ident ified--they have oval 
l eaves divided into large , irregular , and 
rounded lobes ) are a good food . They can 
be ground and leached with very hot wat er (poured o ver a porous bag) or shelled and 
boiled (with a number of changes of wat er) 
unt il the wat er ceases to t urn brown . This 
removes t he bitterness and poison , and dried 
it makes a good nutmeal or nut meat . Free food is somet hing t hat people in t hi s  
t ime of high food prices could use . The 
kind of free food I am talking about isn ' t  
in the grocery , and can ' t  even be purchased 
with food stamps . It may grow in your own 
back yard . Such food , growing wild , is 
plentiful in the Bloomingt on-Normal area . 
Mulberries , cherries , cra.ba pples , and mock 
apples are good examples . All grow on trees . 
Mulberries are purplish and have numerous 
t iny bulblike projuections on a rounded sur­
face . They are seedless and taste like 
Day lilies , a plant with long t hin leaves 
encircling a central point , have edible 
t ubers tasting like celery and flowers t hat 
when closed make good addit ions t o  stew. 
The most plentiful and nutritious wild 
p lant is , believe it or not , t he dandelion . 
As I mentioned before , we have the notion 
t hat we should go to grocery stores t o  
get food , and picking i t  off t he ground is 
a bit weird (especially if we didn ' t  even 
grow it ) . However , bot h our ancestors in 
Ameri ca and the Ameri can Indians made 
plent iful use of wild foods . It is only re­
cently t hat we seem to have lost the know­
ledge of how to take advantage of our nat ­
ional environment (without ruining it ) and 
t he hundreds of good nutrit ious food� it 
contains . 
the 
ne ,,, fl, Icon 
rectta•rant 
.is now Open under new ownership 
Stcivcz Kiper invitll$ you. �o the ulftmatcz high 
in  br�akf3$ � 
3 bl«k, north of 
Horton rf4Z-ldhou,� 
?;,., 
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: Gay Pe ople ' s  All ianc e of ISU i s  proud HERE' : I you MEAN � . .. --. to sponsor a sexuality c onvent ion on I I � WE'RE DE;�,�� April 2nd , )nd , and 4th , which will • I 
I . r H:,,:,��E:UAL! explore the phys ical side of gay life . massage , pre-orgasmic women , trans- I 
I vestism/transsexualism ,  rel igi on and I 
I YECH! /. 1 1\) The c onvent ion • s gue st speaker is Rita sexual ity , re lat ionship therapy , sex I 7 � ,\ 1 :vae Brown , who will talk at 7 1 0 0 on dysfunction,  YD and sexual dise ase s ,  I I J-;:;d°� � Saturday night . Other definitely sex educ ati on curricula about homo- I 1
1 �� sc heduled events inc lude the opening sexuali ty g fair f ight ing , celibacy, I 
I :� .. 
session ,  featuring films on sexual men ' s  liberat ion , and monogamy/al tern- I topic s ,  at 8 1 0 0 PM Friday , a dance at at ive lifestyles.  rt.any of the work- I I 8 1 30 Saturday night , a worship service shops wi ll be offered more than once , 
I at 8 1 0 0 Sunday morning , and a women ' s  and many will offer b oth a women ' s  I 
I c offee house and a men ' s  gathering at and men ' s  section.  I 
t 2 1 0 0 Sunday afterno on . I 
I Registrati on is from 3 PM to 11 PM I workshops , for which a final schedule Friday and 8 AM to noon Saturday in I I will be avai lable at registrat ion in the C ircus R oom of the ISU Union . The I I registrat i on packets , will be on crea- registrat ion fee is $J . 50 at the door . I I tive sexuality , masturbation ,  S/M , I I If you have questi on s ,  call 4J8-J421 I or 829-380 8 ,  Hope to  see you there l I 
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I Ms . Rita Mae Brown is the author of 
I several exc iting novels--Rubyfruit 
I Jungle and In Her Diy� as well as one 
I she is currentry-wr ting . She has 
I wrl tten two books of poems 1 S ong§ to a Handsome Woman and The Hand that I cradles lli Roc k ,  A bookOf political I essays and a nonfiction book are also I soon to be published . · I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Ms . Brown was an activist in the 6o • s .  
She was one of the founders of the 
Student Homophile League at C olumbia 
and N . Y . U . in 1967 . She was the first 
lesbian purged from N . o . w .  in 1969 .  
F'rom there Rita Mae co-founded !"REE, 
a feminist theater 1 became involved 
in the Gay Liberation Front ;  and 
helped to start Radicalesbians . 
Ms . · Brown was also involved in activi­
ties such as The Furies C ollective , 
the Insti tute for Policy Studies , the 
steering committee for the National 
W omen ' s  Political Caucus , and the 
National Gay Task Forc e .  
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I In response to all of her credits , Ms . I I Brown repl ies , "You ain ' t  seen noth ing I I yet . "  Ms . Rita Mae Brown will be I 
I speaking here on " The Soc ial Impac t I I of Sexuality in the Arts . "  The speech I I will be in Hayden Auditorium on the I I ISU campus at 7 1 00 pm on Saturday , I I A pril J .  Ms . Brown has been brought 1. I to ISU in c on j unction with the Sex- I I uality Convention sponsored by Gay I 
A t  the sexuality c onference (hosted 
by Gay People ' s  Alliance ) on April 
3rd & 4th , the Rape C risis C enter of 
McLean County will present a work­
shop on rape and assault including 
a section on homosexual assault . 
In  1974 when the Rape Crisis C enter 
( RCC } began , emphasis was placed on 
rape as a solely male phenomenon 1 
the rapist was always ref erred to as 
"he" . Through contact with clients 
and other crisis lines and through 
f urther study , we have become aware 
of the sexism inherent in those first 
presentations . 
The law states that a rapist is a 
" male 1 4  years or older" so legally 
a rapist is male , but in actuality a 
rapist maY-be eith er male or female . 
Anyone who forc e s  another person to  
have sexual contact or  who denies 
another the right to choose his/her 
own sexual partner i s  in fact a 
rapis t .  
integrity 
• • • JQurnal 
plans black, 
lesbian 
• issues 
I People ' s  All ianc e .  1 Spe c ial lesb ian- and bla ck-re lated I Ms . Brown will also appear on Sunday , I issue s  of Integrity 1 Gay �p is copal 
I April 4 ,  in the  Founder ' s  Suite , ISG I Forum are be ing planned , and manu-
1 Union , a t  2 1 00 pm . At this time Ms . 1· s cripts for the spe cial issues are 
The law classes homosexual assault 
as deviate sexual assault if oral­
geni tal contact takes place and as 
aggravated assault if an object 
(fingers or hand� are considered 
objects ) is employe d .  Legally , rape 
has not o�curred in either instance 
but the RCC recogni zes the reality 
of rape in both . Men £!Q. rape other 
men 1 women do rape women . 
Rapists choose victims they consider 
weaker or inferior to them 1 rape is  
the  mode of  violence chosen . The 
women rapists on whom I have have in­
formation appear to believe the myths 
that society has perpetuated for 
centuries , they believe themselves to 
be superior to  their victims and 
choose rape as the most humiliating 
attack possibl e .  
So  long as our s oc iety enc ourages 
power plays between men and women 
c ontinues to treat rape and rape 
vict ims as j okes , those men and women 
--Terri Dolan 
opposed , ignore d , or poss ibly he lpe d 
persons ful ly to re spe ct individual 
gay personhood , "  Inte grit y founde r 
D r .  Louie Crew announce d .  • Brown will do readings from her books I be ing s olic ited by Integrity ' s  
I and poems as part of a Women ',s C offee- I Georgia headquarte rs . l\r,anuscripts may include poetry and 
I house . I art and us ually run unde r  800 words . 
I Lesb ian e d itor Ellen Barrett and Payme nt is in contributor c opies , and I 'l'ickets for Ms . Brown ' s  Saturday I Black Gay e d itor E rne s t  Clay will a stampe d addre sse d re turn e nve lope I I speech are included in the $3 . 00 I coord inate the publ ication.  should be include d with submission . "  I I registration fee for the c onvention ,  I I I or,  can be purchased at the door prior I "Spe c ial prefere nce will be give n to Lesbian mate rials may be sent to I I to her talk for s1 . o o .  For regi stra- I mate ria ls which art iculate the pe r- Ellen Barrett , 6 527 Morris st . ,  El I I t i on information ,  contact the GPA I sonal struggle s of me mbe rs of t hese Ce rrito , Calif . 94530 . Black Gay I I office , 225 N .  University St , #2C , I two groups , part i cularly in case s materials should be ma ile d to E rnest I I Normal , Ill . 1 phone 438-3411 . In- I whe re the church has thwarte d ,  C lay , 701 Orange st . ,  No . 6 ,  Fort I I formation can also be obtained by I 
-
Valley , Ga . 31030 . 
I calling Jennifer Willie at 829 - 380 8 .  I � 
" - - - - - �  ... - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - .... · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
The Closet 
• 
IS Very Dark a 
"Out of the closets and into the streets! " 
That is the current voice of Gay Li ber­
ation, but what was the old situation , 
the hiding-behind-the-closet-door that 
makes gay people invisible? 
What's it really like gr.owing up gay in 
straight A.mer�ca? For most people ' it 
means a closet, What ' s  the closet ? Un­
fortunately it is the lack of alternative 
given to people who know they are homo­
sexuals, and still feel as if they are 
alone, Living in a closet used to be the 
only way a gay person could keep his/her 
sexual orientation and dignity at the 
same time . 
Luckily, wit h the force of Gay Liberation, 
this is changing, but the how's and why's 
of the closet syndrome still need to be 
investigated . To truly understand the 
closet one must have lived in it--with 
its fears, deceptions and its bent look at 
realit y .  The closet signifies family 
security , job security, social acceptance . 
No physical discrimination can occur when 
one lives in a closet, because no one 
knows who's behind. the door. 
But with material comforts come mental 
stigmas of having to keep hidden the 
total personality that you are, denying 
t hat you love and are happy--because 
one is told homosexual love can be 
nothing but stifling . It's not easy t o  
keep dimensions of one's life hidden from 
view when they may be the cause of joy . 
What is the " Closet Syndrome?" Merely a 
vicious cycle, an endless carousel which 
some gays must ride their entire lives, 
To survive in the straight world , one hides 
his/her gay identity .  The more homosexu­
ality is hidden the less people hear about 
it, so it still appears abnorma l .  As long 
as homosexuality is judged abnormal, gays 
fearfully hide it . 
A �loset life isolates gay people and in­
creases the fears and uneasiness t hey 
have about t hemselves and gay life . It 
also makes them virtually invisible to 
those who have or are deciding to come 
out, thus cutting off a line of much­
needed support . 
So what brings gay people out? One reason 
is the desire to assert their equality and 
the decision to def end the belief in their 
right to live and love as anyone else . 
There are some things that can't be appre­
ciated by heterosexuals because they've 
never lived without t hem ; one is the right 
to live as a whole person 24 hours a day . 
Gays need to have t he ability to stop 
making excuses, to stop pretending you 
don ' t  feel love for someone (remember , 
you can ' t, they're of the same sex . )  
The closet is truly a very personal thing, 
and every gay person has to play an 
endless "mind game . "  Should they remain 
hidden and go on with their fabricated 
stories? After all, once you step out 
it ' s  hard , if not impossible , to go back . 
The furtive image s ociety has of homosexuals 
definitely stems fro m the image of the 
closet . Unfortunately the closet will exist 
as long as heterosexual s ociety does . To 
20 Mil·lion Miraculously Cured 
In what may have been the b igge st gay 
news event of 1973, the Ame rican Psy­
chiatric Asso ciation' s Board of Trus ­
tees ·  voted Da e .  15  without dissent to  
remove homose.xuali ty from its  list of 
mental disorders . 
T he trustees  also vited to urge the 
repeal of laws agains t homosexual be ­
havior and the passage of new laws to 
ban dis crimination against gay people , 
Even though the APA has finally con­
ceded that bt:? ing gay is not be ing s i ck ,  
they have define d a new illness  to  re­
place homose xuality as a disorde r •  
" se xual orientation d is turbance " --for 
gays who are " e ithe r  disturbe d by , in 
conflict with , or wish to  change the ir 
sexual orientation . " T he definit ion 
goes on to say that homosexual ity by 
itse lf " does not ne cessarity constitute 
a paychiatric disorde r (but )  is one 
form of sexual behavior and , l ike othe r  
forms • • •  which are not b y  themse lves 
psychiatric dis orders , is not listed 
in this nomenclature of mental d isor­
de�s . " No  s imilar catch-all category 
e xists for hete rosexuals troubled by 
the ir sexual orientat ion. 
The APA reve rsal was in large measure 
to pressure brought to the. issue by 
gay activists . In 1970 , the APA con­
vention was d is rupted in San Franc isco . 
Succeeding years sa� exhibits , le cture s ,  
and panel dis cuss ions o n  the corre ct 
psychiatric stance on homosexuality .  
I n  1972, a committee was establ ished  
to study - dropping homosexual ity from 
the APA s ickness  list , and a member of 
the committee , Dr .  Robert L .  Spitze r ,  
eventually drafte d the two re solutions 
which passed De c .  1 5 .  
Spitzer sa id that homosexuality dies 
not fit the two criteria for defining 
a psychiatric disorde r��that it e ithe r 
" regularly cause enot ional distre s s " ­
or " regularly be associated with gen­
e ralized impa'irment of s ocial func tion­
ing"--and was therefore dropped from 
the diagnostic manual . · 
But a group of psychiatrists long 
known for the ir view that gays are 
s ick has launche d a campaign to con� 
duct a poll of the APA ' s  entire mem­
bership on reve rsal of the truste e s '  
qtand . 
The group includes Drs . I rving B iebe r 
and Charles S ocarides , who made a spec­
ial trip to Washington to plead with 
the trustees  not to adopt the re solu­
t ions , After the vote . the group filed 
a pet ition in early January requiring 
the re ferendum question to be included 
in a February issue of Psychiatric News 
for all APA members to vote on, 
Membe rs of the National Gay Task Force 
had re ce ive d advance indication of the 
APA vote and were on hand for a news 
conference afte rward at Washington APA 
headquarters . The psychiatrists ' ac­
t ions re ce ived nationwide news cove r­
age , though s ome of it was inac curate , 
Homosexuals in the past have always 
had the burde n of proof on them to dem­
onstrate compete nce , re liab ility , and 
stab ility be cause they we re thought to 
have a mental illness . This APA de c i­
s ion is s ignif icant be cause it marks 
an improvement in attitude towards ho­
mosexuality ,  Homosexuals can no long­
e r  be denie d civil rights on the bas is 
of the ir mental illne s s . Although it 
is still up to the individual me ntal 
health practitione rs to mod ify the ir 
own att itude s ,  Frank Kame ny called the 
now-abandoned psychiatric vie w of gays 
as s ick " one of the ma j or bulwarks for 
support of the patte rns of discrimin­
ation. " 
( Chicago Gay Crusader was a s ource of 
informat ion for this article , )  
1?ecord5 
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to Be 
show the range of people this concerns , 
for every homosexual who has come out 
there are 200 more still hiding b�hind 
the closet door. 
If you still can ' t  understand , try this . 
Have a friend set up an obstacle course 
of sharp knives in a small room . Have them 
lead you in and then t urn off the lights .  
Try reaching out--careful , there are knives 
all around , Funny , you only have tw� 
choices . Stay safely where you are or try 
to come out , having to incur numerous cuts , 
some small , some probably serious and deep , 
Is it a bit easier to comprehend the mental 
agony gays face i 
Remember , this is barely an adequate portray­
al of closet existence and the struggle with 
the decision to come out . When you are in 
a closet it is very dark. 
---Jennifer Willie 
Step up 
Candidates View Gay Rights 
The following list of where candi ­
d ates stand o n  t h e  gay rights i s sue 
c omes to us from Nati onal Gay Task 
F orce and the Gay H uman R ights League 
of Que ens County , New York 1 
BI RCH BAYH a Has agree d  to co-sponsor 
a Senate C ompanion bill to House Re­
s olutton 5452 ( right of gays to hold 
maximum security positions in gov­
ernment) 1 promised to i ssue an execu­
tive order barring discriminat i on on 
grounds of s e xual preference 
LLOYD BENSTEN a Evasive re sponse as to 
gay rights 
JIMMY CARTER • A lthough he announc ed 
s ome months ago his opposition to all 
forms, of d i scriminat i on , he has been 
backing off somewhat from thi s posi­
t i on on gays 
FRED HARRIS 1 Supports HR 5452 
HU.BERT HUMPHREY I In 1972 and 1975 ' 
i s sue d f ormal statement supporting 
gay rights 
HENRY JACKSON 1 Opposed to gay rights , 
sodomy repeal 1 is recruiting anti­
gay politi c ians as delegates on h i s  
slate s .  ( Ed .  note s Jackson i s  REALLY 
ant7gay 1 he was quoted rec en�ly as 
s ay ing that gayness will bring about 
the end of our c ivili zation . ) 
TERRY SANFORD 1  Supports HR 5452 1 fears 
blackmail of h omosexuals on grounds 
of "nati onal security . " 
MIL�ON SHAPP 1 Supports gay rights 
legi slation, including el imination of 
tax inequities i supports repeal of 
laws reg�lating c onsensual adul t 
s exual behav i or 1 i ssued executive or­
d·er as Pennsylavania governor pro­
tectii;ig rtghts of gays 1 vetoed an ti­
gay bill in Penn , 
MORRIS U.OALL 1 Supports HR 5452 1 wants 
to hold opt i on of th inking of s ome 
sensitive areas where gays should not 
be employed 1 supports rights of gays 
to serve in the armed forces , 
REPUB . CA�DIDATES FORD AND REAGAN 1 
N o  re sponse yet. F ord referred re­
q ue s t  for his po sition to a member of 
the mili tary , who returned the offi­
c ial Navy position on the matter .  
Be tty Ford has declined t o  comment 
on support for gay rights . 
Frank Church , Sargent Shriver , and 
George Wallac e a N o  response yet,  
' 
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Do we need counseling ? The answer to this ques­
tion is a res01mding No ! and an equally emphatic 
Yes ! 
• No ! We don't need psychologists who tell us we 
I, are sick because we choose to love someone of 
I the same sex and then attempt to cure us of the 
I, sickness they have created by their labels. 
I : No ! We don't need. to see therapists who listen 
sympathetically to our "problem" (homosexuality I· itself, they think) and then proceed to help us rid 
I. ourselves of the "behavior disorder" they dis-1 . I approve of. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
No ! We don't need to be psychoanalyzed and then 
expected to change our sexual orientation because 
the doctor has pointed out why we became homo­
sexual. 
No ! We don't need homophobic behavior therapists 
who shock our genitals and fry our brains in order 
to change our sexual preferences. 
I No ! We don't need to seek counseling from priests 
1 · and ministers who tell us we are forgiven (or 
I damned) for something we do not consider sin in 
I the first place, µor from those who encourage us 
I to ask God to help us abstain from sexual activity. 
I 
I 
DO GAY PEOPLE 
On the other hand, Yes I Sometimes we need 
counseling to help us handle crises and problems 
of everyday living not related to our gay lifestyle. 
But weri:eed this kind of help from counselors who 
do not immediately assume homosexuality is the 
presenting problem. 
Yes ! Some of us need help in gathering strength 
to fight the effects of oppression on our lives. 
Especially when mutual support groups are not 
available or when the problem goes beyond our 
peer's ability to help, counseling from a non­
judgmental therapist who will let us set our own 
goals should be available. 
Yes I Sometimes the process of establishing our 
gay identity is so painful that we need help in 
getting rid of the garbage straight society has 
fed us about our way of living being sick and sin­
ful. To do this , we need counselors who can see 
through the crap and help us emerge whole and 
healthy, affirming ail that we are and can become. 
Yes ! Sometimes our gay relationships falter and 
fail. We may need help in mending and recreating 
our love relationships or in working through the 
hurt and rej ection when our relationships end. We 
need therapists who will help us work on our rela­
tionships whatever the sex of the partners involved. 
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I Dear Frien ds, 
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I would deeply appreciate your help 
in pl acing an enclosed letter for my 
defense fund in your paper , as a c ause 
for winning against the officials and 
g overnment in stopping oppression of 
our Gay Brothers and Sisters in prison . 
My first pretrial comes up on M arch 
2 4 ,  1976 , for release and $500 , 000 
d amages , and a c ase for being assaulted 
will be heard later and ano ther c ase 
also, all involving the harrassment 
and assaults, beatings , and being 
placed in jeopardy from Officials . 
Thank you 
John Gibbs 
The National 
PO Box 1000 , 
62959 
G ay Prisoners C o alition 
US Prison, Mario n ,  Ill . ,  
Appeal for Help l l l l l  
John Gibbs , a PCW c onfined at the u . s .  
Federal Prison C amp , Marion , Illinois, 
has filed some suits against the offi-
cials , u . s .  Bureau of Prisons, and 
G overnment for beatings, assaults , and 
in juries that he suffered at the hands 
of the " Go on Squad . "  Brother John has 
been the victim of severe intimidations , 
harrassments, and assaults since he 
organized a chapter of the National 
G�y Prisoners C o alition in 1972 . 
The Vice Chairperson of this chapter 
was murdered in November 1973 . Many 
prisoners . believe that the Vice 
C hairperson of the chapter was set 
up for his murder by the prison offi­
cials . 
The prisoners also believe the same 
fate is planned for brother John . 
Since November 197 3 ,  brother John 
has been in isolation, which pre­
vented him from participation in 
any of the various self help programs , 
and , the opportunity to e arn any g o od 
time extra, or funds to purchase nec-
essities . 
' 
He has been in twenty c ounty jails and 
six US prison camps since 197 3 ;  this 
is an attempt to . break the spirit of 
brother John in his gallant struggle 
for the rights of his g ay brothers 
and sisters . 
The treatment of brother John is just 
a reflection of the treatment of all 
open gay p�isoners in federal systems . 
T o  put an end to the in justices , bro­
ther John will need a very good attor­
ney , to handle his suits , and there 
will be countless other expenses ; 
brother John is an indigent P . o . w . , . 
so therefore he must seek the help of 
everyone who believe� in the rights 
of g ay brothers and sisters . 
We are asking everyone to contribute 
to his c ause ;  all donations c an be 
sent to Dr . J . C . Mickel , PO Box Jl4 , 
Mt . Zion, Illinois, 62549 . 
Thank You Very Much, 
Dr . J . C .  Mickel 
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1 1  1: 
NEED COUNSELING? 
I 
I 
Yes ! Some of us are even sick. Gay is good; gay 
is healthy; but this doesn't mean gay people are 
immune to mental illness. We have a right to 
high quality psychiatric treatment that helps us 
work toward good mental health, and that doesn 1t 
assume homosexuality is the illness itself or the 
cause of the illness . 
We know what we need and don't need from mental 
health professionals. Now, how can we get what 
we need? First, we'd better get more of our gay 
sisters and brothers into helping professions. To 
a ccomplish this, we must use political pressure 
to remove the roadblocks that keep open gays from 
being certified in social work, medicine, psychia­
try, and the ministry. We can get on the agendas 
of local, state, and national professional organi­
zations when they hold conventions or annual 
meetings . If we can't get on the official agendas , 
we can demonstrate, "zap, " and generally disrupt 
these meetings. 
Second, we can become good consumers of menta l 
health services. When we need professiona l help, 
we can try to find gay therapists. If we can't find 
them, we can ask the straight therapists we see 
what their position is on homosexuality. We can 
tell them what we hope to gain from the experience. 
If they can't or won't help us work on our own goals, 
we can look elsewhere. 
Third, if we sense a lack of positive mental health 
services for gay people in our communities, we 
can poll professionals and agencies to discover 
just how bad the problem is and figure our some 
ways to correct it. If our polls tell us that a great 
amount of work is needed, we can: (a) Try to talk 
to more groups of mental health professionals . 
Agencies sometimes have in-service training for 
their staff. We can let them know gay speakers 
are available for their meetings and send our most 
"together" speakers to teach them that gay is 
healthy; (b) Invite professional helpers to our own 
workshops and programs, enabling them to learn 
more about gay people from us and our experts; 
(c) Obtain reprints of positive articles from pro­
fessional journals and popular magazines and send 
them to agencies or individuals for their enlighten­
ment; (d) Donate copies of good books about gay 
people to agency, school, public, and church 
libraries. 
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -: GAY 
PEOPL E 
AN D V. D. 
Gay pe opl e ne e d  to know about V . D . , 
not because they are any more sus-
I c eptable or any more sexual than any one else , but because there are s ome I specific things about V . D . that are I of particular importance to gay people . 
I 
Spring Fever? 
.·.-::::::::�:��1:jJl;t:(�l��j;1�������������1��11���11���1��1�������������1���t�:::;.; .. 
Enjoy Spri11<3 
"Why don't you act like a man?" 
One has to do with anal gonorrhea in 
men . A man can have it and not know 
it , and ian unknowingly spread gonor­
rhea to other pe ople . If a man i s  
pretty certain that he has anal gonor­
rhea ( i . e .  has been expos e d ) ,  he 
might face s ome hassles getting a V . D . 
check , so it i s  important to know what 
to ask for.  There are two type s  of 
tes ts for gonorrhea •  smears and cul­
ture s . 
. ' 
' 
\ 
Do nnon Yo_gur( 
Apple Rush 
0'5ceola Cola 
in  Good Heal-th 
If none of the suggestions above does any good, we 
may have to attract the attention of the media, 
documenting our need for better mental health 
services for gay people. Or we can enlist the help 
of our Associations for Mental Health and Human 
Relations Commissions , making our grievances 
known to the community. We can go to the boards 
and funding sources of agencies that are particu­
larly blatant in their non-acceptance or mistreat­
ment of homosexuals and inform them of the gaps 
between our needs and their services. If they 
won't listen to polite speeches, we can "zap" them 
and bombard them with "gay is good" propaganda .. 
In working toward the future, we can speak to large 
numbers of pre-professionals--students and interns 
who plan to become professional helpers--telling 
them who we are and what we want from helping 
agencies. We can get on the syllabus of upper-level 
psychology and sociology classes, and tell it like it 
is for the folks who will be providing social services 
in the near future. When our universities have anti­
gay liberation speakers (usually psychiatrists and 
sexologists) we can attend in large numbers and 
pa ss out "gay is good" or "this guy is full of crap" 
literature. 
Whatever we choose to do in our fight for the high 
quality, positive mental health services we need 
and deserve, let us do it well and do it NOW. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-- Jerusha ��-��----� -------------t 
A smear can only be cons i dered ac cur- I ate when i t  is a posi tive test done I on the discharge from a penis and the 
man i s  showing o ther symptoms . All I 
o ther types of gonorrhea require a I 
culture tes t a  the se are gonorrhea of I the throat, anus and vagina s whether I 
there are symptoms or not , and gon- I 
orrhea of the penis when there are no I 
symptoms . 
Usually venereal diseases are trans­
mitted when two muc ous membranes come 
in c ontac t--such as urethras , penis e s ,  
vaginas , anuses , ( j ust think o f  the 
poesibi�iti es l ) I think that s ince men 
are more conditioned ( unfortunately) 
to acheive sexual sati sfaction by 
putting s ometh ing into something than 
w omen are , .  there is-a-lower inc idence 
o f  se xually tran smitted diseases among 
lesbians than there is among gay men . 
But women can occasi onally infect · 
their f emale fri ends , not only with 
gonorrhea or syphi llus , but with 
vaginal infections als o .  And it i s  
important to know that gonorrhea 
rarely produces visibl e  symptoms in 
the vagina . This arti cle is not 
meant to concentrate on the unpleas­
ant s i de of �ay sex and to say that 
gay s e x  is d irty . We all know that 
· gay s e x  is beautiful , But I do think 
that gay pe ople and nongay pe ople need 
to know about V . D . and s exually trans­
mitted di seases . I ' ve only talked 
about a few things here . To go into 
de pth about symptoms , diagno s i s , and 
treatment would be redundant , s inc e 
i t  has already been discussed in this 
paper as well as in a few really 
excellent books 
One i s 1 Health and Venereal Disease 
Guide f or Gay Men 
Gay Men ' s  Health Pro j e ct 
74 Group St . 2nd Floor 
N . Y . , N . Y .  10014 
Another is 1 V . D .  Handbook 
P . O .  Box 1 000 
Stat i on G 
:Another i s 1 
Montreal 1 30 ,  Quebec 
Secondi , John J .  
F or People Who Make 
Love . 
T oronto , N ew York 1 
Bantam Books , 1974 .  
Besides l ooking into these books I 
think that Gay pe ople in McLean County 
s hould do two other things 1 
1 .  If you are at all s e xually active 
or are relating to s ome one who i s , get 
a regular V . D .  check inc luding oral 
anal , peni l  or vaginal cultures , and 
a blood test ( 4  tests ) every 6 months . 
I 
I 
I 
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WHERE 18 
GAYS GO 
CORNTOWN· 
(besides crazy) 
Gay people are , of c ourse , everywhere , 
But be cause of soc ial and legal pre s­
sure s ,  most of them are harder to fihd 
than , say , bridge players ,  In both in­
terests ,  it l s  hard to go it al one , 
There come s a s-t;age i.n your gay consc ious­
ness when you need to meet others like 
yourself , If this stage occurs after 
puberty, you can no longer do this by 
j o ining Boy/Girl Scout s ,  You must go 
" Where the Gays Are , "  to paraphrase an 
o ld movie title , 
N'ainly because of the abundance of col­
l eges in the area and its central 
l ocat ion ,  there are many d ifferent 
places where gay people gather , with 
varying degree s  of openne ss , within 
driving distanc e of Bl oomington . 
Some have been established by tradi­
tion or word of mouth , while others 
were establ ished by gays for gays , In 
the compendium which follows , I ' m sorry 
if I leave any l ocations vague , but we 
still have to worry about ,harrassment 
by authorities  of varying degree , 
Organi zations 
Gay Peopl�s Alliance ( ISU) 
225 N .  University , Normal 
Apt , 2 ( basement) 438-3411 
GPA i s ' a funded student organization,  
but membership is  open to  the c ommun­
ity as wel l .  I t  attracts  those with 
a' h igh gay c onsc iousness , Programs 
such as danc es , speakers , and gay/ 
straight raps help fulfill the soc ial , 
pol itical , and educational goals of 
the organi zation , 
Partly because of a strong lesbian/ 
feminism , an additional Gaywomen ' s  
Rap Group was formed , There was also 
a gay men ' s  group, but it d i ed , Some 
gay men interested in male c onsciousne ss 
raising belong to  the Bloomington/ 
Normal Men ' s  Group , 
bars 
"Giovanni ' s "--521 N .Hickory 
"Balloon Saloon"--317 N .  Fremont St . 
Both Champaign bars are discos , al­
though the disco  freaks generally go 
to Giovanni ' s ,  Although men go to 
both bars ,  women mostly go to the 
Balloon , 
" The Quench Room"--631 W, Main St . 
The only gay bar left in Peoria, the 
Quench Room has a j ukebox and occasion­
al drag shows , 
" Smokey ' s" --127 N .  Fifth� 
Springf�e ld ' s  maj or gay bar , Smokey , 
. . 
played in the background , Women do not seem to have established 
spec ific cruising areas , Other than hangouts at bars , partie s ,  or through mutual 
friend s ,  compatible lesbians meet each 
There are no local establishments cat- other in everyday contacts ,  much as 
ering to gays , but at any given time , heterosexuals do , with the added prob-
certain plac es are popular. Gays lem of having to find out , " I s  she or 
usually have to be d iscreet in these isn ' t  she ?" Male cruising areas are 
places , however . Frat C ity plac es (Red so tradit ional that some are the same 
Lion ,  Josie ' s) are pretty unpopular. in Bloomington/Normal as in the rest 
An interesting exception was last year of the country . The se include highway 
when GPA dec ided to liberate local bars . re st stops , the courthouse square , and 
They first visited Someplace Else , public restrooms , such as at shopping 
Same-sex dancing and affection in. a malls , The most popular area here is  
public place caused such a stir that a re stroom on the I SU campus , which 
after only three G PA vi sit s ,  the bar I won ' t  name except to say that the stu-
acquire d a "reputation ,  "and now dy table outside of it has become a. 
blames  GPA for the loss of its college hangout for open gays , 
c l iente le , 
Despite a re lative ly large number of 
' In the way of bars , Bloomington ' s  Polar places to meet each other ( compared to, 
Lounge and DA ' s  Lounge have been popular say,  Carbondale or Macomb) , gays in 
among gay men and women , respective ly, the Twin C ities still  lack a plac e to 
although gay patrons in each are in a do  anything together without driving 
small minority and indistinguishable to Peoria or Champaign . Start ing and 
from the re st , operating an establishment that enc our­
The Galery in Normal is also popular ,  
a s  i t  i s  the least macho-sexist b ar  in 
t own . Gays get hungry , too , and for 
later evening re staurant s ,  Denny ' s  
is usually the choice , although 
both Sambas have the ir fans . 
c r u i s ing 
Cruising areas are places gay people 
go to  find sex partners . They are 
remnants of the times when gays were 
total ly underground and c ould not meet 
in the usual ways 1 certain place s 
began tc .acquire "reputations . "  They 
are st ill  useful because of the stigma 
still attached by society to the sex 
act . In cruis ing areas , once two _ 
people have e stablished , by common 
signals ,  that both are gay, it is safe 
for them to c ommunicate and they talk 
free ly about the ir needs and de sire s ,  
without having to  worry about gaining 
approval or making an impression .  
Cruising i s  unpopular with many gays ,  
but i s  important t o  many others . 
age s its customers to  be open . with 
the ir sexuality take s big money and 
lots of support . Chicago money onc e 
looked into financ ing a gay bar in 
Bloomington , but because of the con­
servativeness of the c ommunity and the 
Stevenson fami ly, de cided it would be 
too expens ive to  keep the ir l iquor li­
cense , Sti l l ,  it ' s  not much worse 
be ing gay out here on the prairie than 
straight , 
the owner, has expanded into a lar-
ger bar elsewhere in town , also , which 
features good drag shows . Drag is  one 
of the most fascinating , controversia� 
and trad iti onal element s of gay culture , 
although the first drag shows were 
features of heterosexual upper c lass 
Victorian part ies ,  The female imperson­
ator , or " drag queen , " combine s the 
The se areas are usually set by tradit­
. i on ,  since many of the ir patrons are 
far removed from the gay subculture and 
have to rely on hearsay to find them , 
I I 
c,/_,P 
arts  of  make-up, mime , and dance as he 
pretends to perform a record being 
ACLU EXPANDS, UPDA-TES 
GAY RIGHTS POLICY 
During the past year the American Civil 
Liberties Union Board of Directors up­
dated and expanded the Union ' s  policy on 
t he rights of gays , "HomosexCJ.als , "  the 
new policy stat es ,  " are entitled to the 
same rights , liberties , lack of harrass­
ment , and prot ections as are other citi­
zens . "  
The old policy said t hat the state has a 
legitimate interest in controlling public 
soli citation for sexual acts . The new 
policy states , "The ACLU opposes criminal 
restraints on public soli citation for pri­
vate sexual behavior between or among 
adults of the same sex. Such restraints 
provide the -stimulus for government har­
rassment of homosexuals even in the absence 
of any criminal charge s , "  
The old policy conceded that for certain 
sensitive jobs the stat e might refuse 
employment to a homosexual , The new 
policy does not allow any except ions : 
t he ACLU opposed discrimination in public 
and private housing and accomodation , 
government benefit s ,  occupational licensing , 
and government and private employment -­
including teaching of children and jobs 
requiring security clearance--simply 
because the person is a homosexual . 
The Union ' s  policy also specifically opposes 
limitations on the custody and visitation 
rights of parent s because of their sexual 
preference , and governmental and private 
att empts to prevent homosexuals from 
speaking out about homosexuality and 
forming political and social groups . 
--from Civil Liberties,  Jan. 1 976 
TH E FRINGES OF T H E  SYSTE M If 
"Hatred insi<!e rn.e 
ls a building storm 
Within my soul . 
And the more I hold it back 
The more intense the hate becomei; 
Until finally, its fury unleashed 
it breaks out . • • 
and someone is injured -­
usually me . 
- Jon Meinecke -
fl 
Hatred and frustration have become my constant 
companions during this last year. As long as I 
lived in a vacuum, I could ignore them. By 
living in my own microcosm, within my own 
brittle shell, I did not have to relate to the sys­
tem; I could just . . •  exist. However, this also 
meant isolation; I could not relate to individuals 
either, since reaching out leaves a means of 
reaching in. 
A vacuum is not a good place for growing. To 
grow one must leave the vacuum and emerge 
into the sunlight and fresh air. I did this, but 
I also exposed myself to "the system. " As 
long as I remained still - quiet and motionless -
the system could ignore me, and I could ignore 
the system. Motion brings awareness, and we 
are aware of one another. 
I've passed through shock, disillusionment, 
disappointment, annoyance, and disgust, and 
now here I am face-to-face with hatred and 
frustration. 
The way I see it I have several possible paths to 
follow, and I really don't know which way to go 
yet. 
More and more I come to' Understand how the 
S: L. A. and the other underground revolutionary 
armies come to be. I feel the fury and hatred 
within myself that I see in them, and I wonder 
what will become of us. The paths they have 
followed seem self-destructive for them at this 
time, and I cannot self-destruct yet; I have too 
much that I want and need to do before I shuffle 
off or get pushed off the edge. 
Political activism, working from the edges 
toward the center of the system, changing and 
moving as I go, seems a possibility to consider, 
but first I have to recognize my political self. 
All my life I have heard the "principles" on 
which this country is founded, the rights and 
freedoms of all American citizens, and I really 
believed in them. I did ! Naive fool that I was ! 
Since then I have had the truth ground into my 
face; I can no longer play the pretending games; 
I have had to see what the system is really like, 
and , corny though this may sound, I found that 
I have the strength of my convictions. 
I found that I was ready to go against the system; 
I was ready to go to jail if necessary for what I 
believed. I was told by a defense attorney, a 
state's attorney, and the ACLU that I had no 
rights. Although I really believed that wha.t I 
was doing was the only way I could go without 
denying everything that I considered worthwhile, 
I was in danger of imprisonment. 
I discovered that Amerika is not the land of the 
free. I have my physical liberty; I can move 
about, but I am not free to do what I deem right 
and just if those actions conflict with the desires 
of those in power. 
After a two-year search, I have finally located a 
group of feminists who share my frustration and 
who wish to explore alternatives. We have formed 
a radical feminist study/CR group and are dis­
cussing issues of concern together. 
Finally, I'm not alone in my political stances. 
It gets cold out here on the fringes of the system, 
you know. 
Growing Up 
Small Town 
• 
1 n  a 
Where I go from here I don't know, but at least , 
I'm growing again, nurtured by my allies. I'm 
turning my face toward the revolution to come and 
directing my hatred and anger outward where they 
belong. 
· 
- Revolution in our lifetime ! - -- Tad 
Growing up gay in a rural community is 
a real expe rience . I ' ve done it and 
I ' m  st ill do ing it . All my l ife I ' ve 
lived within 15 miles of ISU . I went 
to a country grade school, a small 
town h ieh school and now atte nd ISU. 
I have had gay feel ings for as long as 
I can remembe r .  My love s, he roe s, 
idols have all been men .  I never real­
ly had any intense feelings for wome n .  
T he fact that I was gay really d idn' t 
affect me too much unt il I was in high 
school ,  whe n dat ing began . 
Eve ryone was expe cted t o  date--to be 
with the popula r ,  we ll-l ike d crowd , it 
was a must . When I dated, my reason 
was t o  have some one along whose company 
I could enj oy, not to deve lop anything 
close to a serious relat ionship . This 
philosophy got me in trouble seve ral 
t ime s . I felt that I was dat ing out 
of duty rat her than de s ire . My close 
male friends be gan cutt ing off the ir 
act ivit ie s with me when they began 
dat ing . If I wante d  to rema in close 
to them it had to be done by double ­
dat ing . 
Look ing back , I realize that dat ing 
playe d a large part in my se lf-de nial 
during this t ime . When you de ny your­
self , how can you have any real self­
respe ct? Life can be a nightmare when 
you are trappe d in a small town . Mo st 
small t owns are very t ightly-knit and 
there ' s  very little privacy . If you 
don ' t  conform you pay the penalty.  
I was naturally brought up and taught 
in the hete rosexual way . Anything 
conce rning homosexuality or b isexual ity 
was s hut off, crushed, put down and 
never once cons ide red a poss ible , le t 
alone a pos it ive alternat ive . I knew 
how s o c iety fe lt about and treate d 
homose xuals , so  in order to get by I 
had t o  be very se cret ive and care ful . 
T hroughout high school and part of 
college I put up a facade completely 
d ifferent from how I really felt . I 
was always j ok ing and _clowning r neve r 
could anyone f ind me depressed or upse� 
I felt like a Mart ian . When you are 
not t rue to yourself, how can you be 
t rue to your friends ? You can ' t .  I 
always had to monitor my ge sture s and 
e xpress ions , neve r be ing spontane ous . 
I .felt he lple ss and ins ignifi cant as 
an ind ivid ual in this authoritarian 
sexual syst e m .  
F inally I d e c i d e d  I must find more in­
format i on on the gay worl d .  The re were 
usually two cho ices of gay literature 1 
pornography or te ehnical books written 
for profe ss ionals by he te rosexuals . 
A homosexual book by a heterose xual 
' E xpe rt ' is about as appropriate as a 
women ' s  l iberat ion book by Norman 
Mailer • . BY luck I got The Gay World, a more libe ral , up-to date book on be­
ing gay . I rea l i ze d  there were gay 
people leading open, happy and pro­
duct ive lives . 
I wanted to talk to somebody , sure ly 
not my minister or doctor 1 they were 
t oo close and is a small town my par­
ents would soon know. Society denie s 
itself an opportunity t o  learn more 
about gays and how they funct ion by 
mak ing them seal off the ir gayness in 
all the ir interact ions with soc iety. 
I nee de d  to talk to another gay person . 
I started calling numbers of gay or­
gan i zat ions a cross the country . You 
can imagine my parents '  react ions upon 
gett ing a bill for calls to New York 
and San Franc i�co . But I f inally got 
unde rstanding from these groups . 
When I began college I gradually came 
out more and more . C oming out in col­
lege is easier than in high school , 
but st ill isn ' t  easy . Now most of my 
close friends know I ' m  gay and I no 
longe r have to hide the real pe rson 
that I am . But I ' d  say that I ' ve 
been lucky . HQpe fully , though , you 
can better unde rstand the pre ssures 
and pain put on gays, e spe c ially young 
gays, in this area and j ust about 
everywhere . 
Unemployed? 
gay power !  
Check Out 
McCl�an County's 
CETA Prog.ram 
The CETA program is involved in training activit ies 
and in public service employment preparing people 
for full t ime employment . The training act ivit ies 
inc lude s ( 1 ) C lassroom training--both pre-voc ati onal 
and vocat i onal ( 2 )  Work experience, and ( J ) On-the­
j ob-training. All of �his is �rovided at no expense 
t o  applicant s .  Wages and allowance s  are paid for 
part ic ipation .  
Applicants must be re sidents of McLean C ounty . They 
must have been unemployed at least JO days or be 
underemployed as defined by poverty guideline s .  
If you are interested or would like more informat i on 
please inquire at 102A N .  Main Street in Bloomington. 
Hours are 8 to 5 ,  Monday thru Friday . 
- -Advert isement--
I Got Them Old Defin it ional 
- THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS 
" Lesbianism is . . .  a specific elaboration of 
unsolved, psychic ma s ochistic conflict . . .  with 
the pre-Oedipa l mother. " 
- Edmund Bergler, MD ,  1956 
" A  lesbi::in is a frozen cunt. " 
- Eldridge Cleaver, 1965 
"A lesbian is the rage of all women condensed to 
the point of explosion . "  
- Radical Lesbians, 1969 
I 
"Yes, but what do you do in bed ? "  
- Suburban Housewife at 
Women' s  Conference, 
1969 
In these days of radical chic, it looks at times as 
if lesbianism is fast becoming all the rage. A 
cursory look at the current scene suggests that 
the heyday of the Berglers and the hang-over 
hang-ups of the Cleavers are giving way to a new 
openness towards lesbianism. But, as gay women 
struggling towards liberation from the two-headed 
sexist monster which oppresses us equally through 
male supremacy and through heterosexual chauvin­
ism, we must look hard a.t the new as well as the 
old and make the same rigorous demands of our 
new friends and of ourselves as we do of our old 
enemies. 
Every minority group or class struggle includes 
an attempt at re-defining the group in question, 
because so many of our problems stem from the 
dehumanizing definitions imposed by our culture. 
The first two statements quoted above clearly and 
blatantly fall into this category. They impose on 
gay women definitions derived from the assump­
tions of male supremacy which characterize thi s 
culture. Whether cloaked in gargonese by Bergler 
or stated most explicitly by Cleaver, the message 
is the same: women are acceptable only in rela­
tion to men, and those who refuse to pay their 
dues to the male-centered system are probably 
not healthy, certainly not real women. 
Blues Again , Mama 
But is the third definition, though much more 
appealing in sound, a real improvement ? It may 
seem a long way from frozen cunt to the personi­
fication of women' s  rage, but one vital thread re­
mains :  the dehumanizing insistence on defining 
gay women in terms other than our own. Although 
the rhetoric is more attractive, isn't lesbianism 
still being defined here essentially as a function 
of the male supremacist· system ? In tl_lls sexual­
political analysis ,  lesbians are simply the advance 
guard in the battle against men, but still women 
who are identified in terms of their relation to 
men, rather than women who derive our authen­
ticity from ourselves. 
A lthough, in the above quoted form thls politically 
oriented definition was articulated by gay women-­
an_d no criticism of them is intended here--it is 
most often heard from straight movement Women. 
And it is most often part of a context which un­
wittingly reflects the very male-centered con­
sciousness which is the purpose of the Women' s 
movement to alter. 
I would like to explor e this further. The reflec­
tion of a ma.le-centered frame of reference can 
best be seen by comparing the Radical Lesbian 
statement to Cleaver's in the following way: 
A lesbian is a frozen cunt: a woman who refuses 
to play out the role assigned to her by men. 
A lesbian is every woman's rage: a woman who 
reacts furiously against the role assigned her by 
men. 
What really is the differenc e ?  
Just a s  it is male chauvinist t o  define women in 
terms of men, it is heterosexually chauvinist to 
define lesbianism as the boiling point of women 
enraged by a male-centered culture. The subtle 
assumption here is that all women would be 
straight were it not for male oppression, that 
female homosexuality exists as a reaction to and 
therefore, a function of, our male-heterosexually 
dominated culture. Another formulation of this 
assumption clearly indicates the secondary status 
it assigns to homosexual choice: if ma.le suprem­
acy ceased to exist, there would still be women, 
but there would be no lesbians . 
So, finally, we come to the last quotation, the 
level of consciousness expressed by that suburban 
housewife: " . • . what do you do in bed ? "  That 
naive question represents the place where most 
women - even those in the Women's Movement -
still a.re, and underlying that apparent naivete 
are all the old myths ,  fears, prejudices we have 
yet to dispel. 
Gay women must take the lead within the Women's 
Movement in battling sexism in the guise of 
· heterosexual chauvinism. We must educate that 
housewife, and we must be a thorn in the side of 
even our closest straight friends when they lapse 
into that heterosexual myopia, that not seeing us 
for ourselves , which is their cultural ha.bit. For 
underneath the housewife' s ignorance, and under­
neath the radical' s political ana.lysi s alike, is a 
reluctance to see the complex humanness of gay 
women, a fear of confronting us and themselves, 
and this fear obstructs the road to liberation. 
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Native ,,. American Children Stolen :a ) . 
( CPF ) Re c e nt ly we ran the s t o ry of 
N o rma Jean S e re na , a Nat i ve A me ri -
c a n  woman , wh o f o ught " ch ild we l ­
fare " authorit i e s  t o  ge t b a c k  and 
ke e p  he r c h i l dre n and is su ing of­
f i c ia l s  who f o r c e d  he r s te r i l i za t i o n . 
He r a t t o rne y c o mme nte d that the case 
m ight s e e m  b i za rre but its e le me nt s  
a re n o t  uncommo n .  More and more , t h e  
who le sale abduc t i o n  of Nat ive A me r i ca n  
chi ldre n  i s  re c o gn i ze d  a s  a c on s c i o u s  
p ol i cy a n d  re gular pra c t i ce of we l­
fare de partme nts and the Bure a u  of 
Ind ian A f fa irs ( B IA ) .  
A c c o rd ing t o  the A s s o c ia t io n  on 
A me ri can Ind ian A ff a i rs ( AA IA ) , 25 
t o  35 pe rcent of a l l  I nd ian c h i l ­
d re n  und e r  1 8  a re taken a wa y  f rom 
the i r  fam i l ie s  by c h i ld-we lfa re of­
f i c ia l s  and p la ce d· i n  f o s te r home s ,  
adopt ive home s o r  i ns t i t u t ions . AA IA 
i s  c urrently d ra f t ing a b i l l  on t he 
mat t e r  f o r  the S e nat e . 
Twenty- se ve n  pe rcent more a re s e p ­
a rate d from t he i r  fam i l ie s b y  re­
q u i re me nt s  that they a t t e nd B IA 
b oa rd ing s c h o o l s  and l ive in fe d e ral 
dormito rie s - - of t e n  not be cause day 
s ch o o l s  cannot be s e t  up , but " be ­
cause we lfa re off i c ia l s  b e l i e ve t h i s  
i s  a more s ui table e nv i ronment f o r  
t h e m  than the i r  home e nv i ro nme nt , "  
" T he de c i s ion t o  take I nd ia n  c h i l d re n  
f rom the i r  na tural pare nts i s , i n  
m o s t  case s , carri e d  o u t  without d ue 
p ro ce s s  of law and w i t h  l it tl e  re ­
gard for the impa ct on the c h i l d re n ,  
the ir fam i l ie s  and t he c o mmun i ty , "  
AA IA s tud ie s  have ind i ca te d , " I n 
j ud g i ng t he f it ne s s  of a part i c ular 
family , many s o c ia l  worke rs , igno r­
ant of I nd ian cult ural va lue s and 
s o c ia l  norms , make de c i s i ons t ha t  
a re who l l y  inappropriate , "  
T he " p ro o f " o f  unf itne s s  usua l ly 
cons i s t s  o f  p o int ing t o  poor hous ing , 
lack of p l umb ing , shortage of f o o d  
a n d  ove rcrowd ing of many Na t ive A m­
e r i can h o me s r  and the leaving o f  
c h i l d re n  with pe rsons o ut s i de the 
nuclear family , a t ra d it i ona l p ra c ­
t i ce i n  Nat i ve Ameri can s o c ie t ie s ,  
whe re l o ok ing a f t e r  c h i ld r� n i s  
s e e n  m u c h  more a s  a c ommunity re ­
spons i b i l ity than a me re ly pare ntal 
one , T he e xtended fam i ly is t ra ­
d it iona l l y  a s t rong caring u n i t  in 
Nat ive A me r i ca n  culture . 
Pred atory Policy 
I n  t h e  p a s t  f e w  ye a rs , c h i l d- we lfa re 
off i c ia l s  have b e c o me e spe c ia lly 
" pre dat o ry "  i n  the tak i ng away o f  
Ind ian ch i ldre n ,  sa i d  AA IA d ire c to r  
W i l l iam Byle r ,  be cause of the grow­
ing d e mand of m i d d l e - c la s s  wh ite s f o r  
I nd ian c h i l d re n  t o  adopt , 
I n  s ome cas e s , a fam ily with a pro­
b l e m  w i l l  ask for the he lp o f  a we l­
fare age ncy , Dr , Jos�ph We ste rmye r ,  
p s y c h ia t r i s t  a t  the Unive rs ity o f  
� inne s o ta , s t ud i e s  e ight such case s ,  
I n  se ve n  of t he e ight , although the 
fam i l i e s  s o ught f inan c ia l  a s s i s tance 
for food and s h e l t e r ,  n o  f inan c ia l  
re l ie f ,  t re at me nt o r  c o unse l l i ng wa s 
give n , 
I nstead , in e ve ry case , t he we lfa re 
de partme nt s umma r i l y  t ook the c h i l­
dre n away from the i r  fam i l i e s  a nd 
place d them w i t h  wh ite f o s te r par­
e nt s . Ne ve rt he l e s s  four of the fam­
i l i e s  lat e r  o ve rcame the atta c k s  up on 
them a s  we l l  a s  t he i r  origina l  pro­
blems , re ga i n ing the i r  c h i ldren by 
f ight i ng the ve ry agency they had 
t urne d to for he lp . 
Aeeeptinp tlte �abet 
I t ' s  probably safe to a s s ume that e v ­
eryone w h o  reads t h e  P o s t  has s o m e  per­
s ona l i ty tra i t  tha t  i s  frowne� upon 
and c ons i d ered unus ual by soc i ety 
at larg e . B e c a u s e  of all th e p r e s s ure s 
on u s  to c onf orm , our f i rs t i mp u l s e  
i s  not to adm i t  th e s e  trai t s , even 
to 6urs e lv e s . W e  may as sure ours e l v e s  
that t h i s  i s  j us t  a t emporary i n t e r­
e s t , or push i t  so far bac k i n t o  o u r  
h eads we think i t ' s  gone . Some p e o ­
ple pra c t i c e th i s  d e c e i t  f or a l i f e ­
t ime . B u t  o ther o f  u s , h e e d l e s s  of 
s c orn and perse c u t � on ,  must f inal ly 
adm i t , f i r s t  t o  o u r s e lv e s , th e n  to 
o th er s , " Y e s ! I ' m a s oap o pera freak l "  
T h i s  unma skin� of s e l f  i s  c a l l e d , 
" C om i ng O ut , " " I t s f i r s t  s tage i s  i 'l  -
t e rnal - - reveal i ng your s e l f  to y ours e l f , 
wh i c h  c an be harder than i t  s o und s . 
I f  yo ur unconventi onal l i t tl e  pers on­
al i ty trait hap pens to be h om o s e xual­
i ty ,  then th i s  i s  t h e  hard e s t  s t e p  of 
a l l . 
WH Y ?  
An art i c l e  i n  t h e  �arch i s s ue o f  Psych­
ol ogy T oday as k s  the q u e s t i on , '"•/hy 
u s e  labe l s  at all? " And i t ' s  true tt at 
a person ' s  homos e xual i ty may b e  tran­
s i t ory , of vary ine d egre e s , and of 
great or l i t t l e  importan c e  to the in­
d i v i d ual i nvolv e d ,  I t may b e  mainly 
em o t i onal or mainly s e xual . It may 
d epend on who s/he me e t s .  A n a  th i s  
was the problem w i t h  t h e  old label , 
" homosexual . "  I t  impl i e d  p e rman en c e  
and uni f o rm i ty ,  ev en t h o ugh i t  was 
c o in e d  as a l a bel for ac t i on s  and 
f e e l in g s , not peopl e , nenc e the n ew/ 
old word , Gay . 
WHAT ?  
Gay i s an old c o d e  word u s e d  by 
s e xual people in t h e  early part 
c en t u ry to i dent i f y  each o th er .  
homo­
of tr. e  
I t  
i s  much more d e s c ri ptive i n  i t s  new 
u s e , than. t h e  old_ lahe l s ,  
� or one th i n a ,  c a l l i n g  yours elf " gay " i sn ' t  c a l l i nf yours e l f � gay- - i t . d o e sn ' t  
p i c k  one a s p e c t  of y o ur per sonal i ty 
and make that t h e  thin� that def ines 
the re s t .  Gay is defined as hav ing 
an aff e c t i onal and se xual pre f erenc e 
for members of t h e  s ame s e x .  T h i s  
l e av e s  a n e r s o n  f r e e  t o  take " gay" 
as a l a bei of i d ent i ty - - f o r  pol i t i c al 
or s upport ive , psycho l o g i �al reasons . 
Or s/h e can downplay the importanc e 
of gayn e s s  in h i s/h er p� r s onal i t� ,  
w i thout be ing able to d i sregard i t .  
I t  u s e d  to b e  that marr i e d  men would 
never c ons i d e r  that t h ey were a 
" h omos exual , "  But w i th th e new label , 
a p erson mus t e xam ine h i s/h erself for 
preferenc e s , and m u s t  look at n o t  only 
s e xual , but al s o  emo t i onal , b e h av i o r .  
Gay d o e s  n o t  imply permanenc e ,  even 
when used to c onno t e  an i d ent i ty . I t  
d e sc r i be s  t h e  way a p e r s on i s  now , so 
that a person can w i th o ut q u alms call 
h e r/h i m s e l f  gay even i f  h e  o: s h e  h a s  
h e te r o s e xual tendenc i e s . Th i s  g o e s  
f or l e s b i an s , too ; the pro blem w i th 
c oming out of th e c l o s e t  as � l e s b i an 
u s e d  to be partly the c onf u s i on 
w i th ac c e pt i n [  the lahel even though 
y o u ' d  [ O n e  through all the u s ual as­
p e c t s  of the w omen ' s  r o l e  in dating 
o r  s e x 1  o f t e n , you were mar r i e d  or 
d i vorc e d , and had born e c h i l d re n . 
F ight in g ll ack 
I n  a s mal l ,  but incre a s ing , numbe r 
of case s ,  c h i l d re n  and pare nt s a re re ­
uni t e d  due t o  l o ng and pe rs i s t e nt 
struggl e s  of pare nt s and the AAIA 
l e ga l  c ounse l .  One s uc h  ca se . i s t ha t  
of V i v ia n  S ho m i n , an Ottawa l i ving i n  
Pe s hawbe s town , li'i i ch i ga n , W h i l e  l o ok­
ing for a new place t o  l i ve , S homin 
l e f t  he r s ix c h i l dre n w i t h  a close 
f r i e nd . The we lfare case worke r ,  in­
stead o f  grant i ng the a s s istance , 
obta i ne d  an e me rgency c ourt o rd e r  t o  
have t h e  c h i l dre n se i z e d  and place d 
i n  a " l i ce n se d "  f o s te r home . S homin 
a rrive d  m inute s afte r the se i z ure and 
de mande d he r c h i l dre n back . T he we l ­
fare d e part me nt re fuse d ,  a n d  S h o m in 
had t o  f ight a n ine-month l e ga l  batt le 
b e f o re they we re re t urne d .  
T he I nd ian c h i l d re n  who a re taken f o r  
t h e  n ine -month s ch o o l  year e ither t o  
B IA board ing s c h o o l s  o r  church - re lat e d  
s chool programs i n  d i stant sta t e s  suf­
f e r  great ly . The B IA b oa rd i ng  s c h o o l s  
a re o f t e n  run more l ike pris ons t ha n  
s c h o o l s , with a rmy- l ike barracks and 
p o l i c ie s  wh i c h  t reat v i s i t s  with par­
e nt s  a s  a " pr i v i le ge " depend ing on 
good b e hav i or . T he s ch o o l s  a l s o  con­
s c i ously a t t e mpt t o  g ive Ind ian c h i l ­
d re n  a n  e ducat i o n  t ha t  root s o ut a l l  
t ra c e s  o f  t he i r  I nd ian he ritage . 
S peak ing the i r  t r ibal languages i s  
f o rb i d d e n , 
S ome of t he s c h o o l s  a re de s ignate d  a s  
" re fo rm "  s c ho o l s a n d  have b a r s  on the 
d o rm w indows . During . a n  1 8 -month pe r­
i o d  a few years ago , 12 s u i c i de a t ­
t e mpt s o c c urre d a t  one B IA b oard ing 
s ch o o l  on t he N o rt h e rn  C he yenne R e s e r­
vat i o n  in Montana . S t ud e nt s frequen ­
ly a t t e mpt t o  run away from t he B IA 
s c hools .  
New Foster P arent R ul e s  
Many Plains I nd ia n  t r ibe s have ad­
opt e d  re s ol ut ions f o rb i d d ing t he 
pla c ing o f  Indian c h il d re n  with non­
I nd ian pa re nt s  unl e s s  a l l  channe l s  
by wh i c h  t h e  c h i l d  m ight b e  care d 
f o r  by othe r memb e rs of t he same c om­
munity have b e e n  e xhaus te d ,  T he y  a re 
a l s o  d e mand ing t he re writ ing of f o ­
ste r pa re nt q ua l i f i ca t i o n  laws s o  t hat 
Nat ive Ame r i can home s can q ua l if y , 
T he N o rthe rn C h e ye nne s have taken 
ove r  a f o rme r B IA " re f o rm s c h o o l "  i n  
B usby , Mont . , a n d  now run the ir own 
s ch o o l , I n  at l e a s t  one cas e , Nat ive 
A me r i cans have take n  up a rms to d e ­
fend the i r  c h i ld re n  f rom abduct i on-­
at the D e v i l ' s  Lake ( N , D , ) S i oux 
re s e rva t i on .  
( I nf o rmat i o n  from T h e  G ua rd ian , )  
WHO? 
P e o p l e  i n  all o c c upati ons , o f  varying 
intere s t s , and of d iv e r s e  c ul ture s ,  
c all thems elve s gay . I t  i s  n? t a 
c li n i cal t e rm , and though d e f in e d , 
c an d e s c r i b e  an inf ini te number of 
personal i t i e s , s inc e it only names 
one part of them . It ha s created un­
i ty among people sharing a c ommon op­
pre s s i on and s upport t o  s ome who 
th ought t h ey w e re all alon e .  Gay i s 
pos i t ive : i t ' s  a chall enge 1 i t ' s  a 
name that d o e sn ' t  stere o typ e .  I t ' s  
not as f r i ghten i n g  as " h omos exual . "  
S o  when s omeone t e l l s  y o u  t h ey ' re gay , 
d on ' t  f e e l  that you c an ' t  relate to 
them any more , Gay p e op l e  are rad­
i c als and mothers and pre s i d en t ' s  
s ons . But they ' ve go t  something 
s p e c i al that they think is good . 
� \  
VIDET TE BUN GLE S  
REPO RTING M AYDAY 
PL ANNI NG SE SS ION 
"Last fall ,  a few folks started talking 
about how to sustain the ene rgy of last 
tv,ay • s  ant i-1\'i , i<: , G .  demonstrat ion and Al­
ternat ive R ites , deve loping a program 
which has be come ' Mayctay . '  S ince the 
early discuss ion, thi�s have been e x­
pande·d and changed ,  so  that · • 1v1ayday1. 
is mo re than an alte rnative R ites but 
a def inite concept which has come into 
its own , "  
--Mayday background info leaflet 
Following announcements on a campus­
dis tribute d leafle t , some forty to 
fifty pe ople showed  up at the Newman 
Cente r to s tart a ctual planning of 
the Mayday sp ring ce lebration, 
By now plans for a Mayday event are 
we ll unde rway--though one might not 
ge t that impress ion if one read only 
the Ill inois State Univers ity s tudent 
pape r--de spite adminstrat ive ambiva­
lence toward s the event . ( See ad jo in­
ing story . ) 
This re porte r attended the March 22 
pre liminary planning meeting with s ome 
40 to 50  othe rs ,  and to the se eye s  
th ings seemed to b e  go ing great guns . 
To  othe r eye s ,  notably Vidette editor 
Brian Adair , things were le ss  hunky 
dory .  
It ' s  not easy reporting planning ses ­
s ion meet ings . Eve rything i n  such a 
mee t ing is in a state of flux , primar­
ily be cause so much is still in the 
idea stage and not fully develope d .  
T he incautious reporter runs the risk 
of accepting too much or re je cting 
more than he/she should . I t ' s even 
more difficult for the repo rter when 
the meeting spl its up into separate 
groups in d iffe rent rooms . Picture 
the reporte r scribbling note s ,  fl it­
t ing from group to group , unsure if 
the ideas re corde d of one group were 
discarded or kept after he/ she left to 
eave sdrop e lsewhere . 
Pre tty heart-rending , huh? 
Perhaps it e xpla ins why the March 22 
Mayday planning se ssion was so lous ily 
cove red  by the univers ity student paper. 
The Vidette ' s  story come out three days 
after the fact • an usually tardy b it 
of report ing that set some pe ople won­
dering . Did the Vidette , the se pe ople 
pondered ,  ne edto funnel the story 
through the !SU administrat ion lest 
the piece prove too pro-Mayday? ) 
The art icle ' s lead sentence set the 
tone for the re st of the art icle • 
"Although thousands of leaflets were 
distributed announc ing Mayday• s  initial 
organi zational mee t ing , only a handful 
of semi-interested , semi-curious ind i­
viduals attended that funct ion Monday 
night at Newman Cente r . " 
T o  say the article ' s  approa ch was con­
s istently wrong-headed would be to put 
the more ge ne rous inte rpret ion on it . / 
Ed itor Adair , report ing report ing the 
event , took the airy details of a 
planning and bra instorming workshop 
and hammered them into an art icle that 
ine vitably twisted things out of shape . 
Ignoring the facts that an event ' s  suc­
ce ss  is measured in its happening and 
not many pe ople as a rule attend plan­
nings , Vide tte coverage can be faulted 
in a number of othe r areas.  
The b iggest is in its emphasis upon the 
unplanned aspe cts of the planning ses­
s ion. 
Remembe r ,  many of the people attend ing 
the Mayday mee t ing that evening were 
do ing so for the first t ime . In such 
a setting it' s natural that not every­
thing be cove re d .  
Discuss ing , for instance ,  plans for an 
anti-M .E . G .  march ( without te ll ing us 
how long it took to arrive at the de­
c is iGn to have one ) ,  the Vide tte • s  
story include d the following s "Terry 
C orrigan, subcommittee organi zer ,  em­
phasized  it would be a ' peaceful ma�c�' 
but added he had no idea as to whe re 
the group would march . "  
Whe the r an anti-M .E , G .  march ult imately 
happens at the Mayday ce lebrat ion or . 
not is irre levant at this point be caus� 
remembe r ,  we ' re only talking ab out a 
pre liminary planning session. (Though 
this reporter to be sure , would like to 
see such a march take place . )  What 
matte rs is the Vidette reporter' s con­
centrat ion on unfinished details as if 
the fact of the ir non-e xistence con­
stituted grounds for crit icism. 
In fact , seven groups met that evening 
to wo rk on planning events , and none 
of these groups got eve ry s ingle bit 
of the basics ne cessary to the ir area 
pinned down. Nobody in a pre liminary 
me eting would e xpect them to . 
of the event . ( Interest ingly , this 
group ' s act ivitie s we re not even de ­
scribed in the Vidette . )  
Othe r groups , having to deal with not 
j us t  the planning of events but the 
content and approach to what they we re 
planning for, ne ce ssarily lagge d .  The 
e cology , M .E . G , , nutrit ion, and women' s 
groups , working from the pe rspe ct ive' of 
Mayday as an educational event , devote d 
much of the ir t ime discussing what they 
felt should be cove re d .  The arts and 
theatre group planne d to  contact in­
tere ste d campus and off-campus organ­
izations . 
The mus ic group neve r even got off the 
ground that night due to the absence of 
its coordinators and the somewhat iffy 
att itude I .s . u . administrators have 
taken toward the idea of. Mayday mus i c . 
All in all , there really wasn ' t  much 
concrete enough for a reporte r to sink 
his/he r chise l into , and this reporter 
' had little intention himself of  even 
report ing it . 
These groups we re 1 A rts and theatre , _Pre liminary �lanning sessions , he felt , 
e cology , anti-M .E . G . , mus ic , nutrition, often don' t bear that much re semblance 
support , and women' s  issue s .  to  the finished product anyway. 
Of -these , the support group seeme d to 
have the most concrete plans , having 
already begun wo rk on ge tting clean-up 
and medical he lp prepared for the day 
But then,  of course , the Vidette came 
along and gave this reporter something 
to write about . 
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lilinois State Univ.ersity 
Normal·Blooming�on. Ill. 
Vidette Re· Prints Same Issue 
by Brian A hair 
Editor Maximus 
Although over 14, 000 Videttes were 
distributed on the campus today, stu­
dents greeted the event with a yawn 
and an occasional groan. A handful 
of semi-curious, semi-Interested In­
dividuals bothered to pick the paper . 
up. 
The morning' s excitement began 
when trucks delivered the paper a­
round the campus. The awakening 
students picked the pabllcatlon up, 
and immediately fell back to sleep. 
Headlines on varloaa toplce excit-
ed the eye: "PothOles relgll en School 
street, " "Reagan's Younger Brother 
Grammar 
Visits C a m p  us , " "Union Bricks 
Red," and "President Budlg admits 
being Euthanlzed. " The stories were 
complete with blurred photos of trees 
waving on the quad. 
S t i m u l a t i o n  was added to many 
stories through careful misquotation 
and blatant use of quotes out of con­
text. 
BrlanAhalr, editor of ISU's relgn­
ingpublicatlon, explained, "No com­
ment. I just hope to be Pantsgraph 
editor someday. " 
The Vidette, however, emphasized 
that It Is cultivating a new Image.· 
''We hope to 0llpBlld our coverage of 
Normal politics, especially the City 
School S&a"ets Revealed! 
Council session. We really think 
this wlil II ven up our copy. " 
The Vidette reaffirmed Its com­
mitment to blandness, and promised 
tocontlnue strlvlng to erase all signs of life. 
President Budg added, ''Without 
the Vidette, we might have an active 
and exciting campus. The Vidette 
does Its best to promote normalcy. 
I perso!l&ilY consult daily with the ed­
itor, making sure nothing of value 
ever enters the paper's pages. " 
A I though no one has yet to read the 
paper, It continues to appear on cam­
pus, even though the students have 
. never been asked If this Is how they_ 
want their fee money spent. 
Inside: Why · I HAD to Leave 
Nebraska-Pres. Budg 
Here's a reduced version of a Vidette parody leaflet which circulated a few 
days after the newspaper's botched MayDay coverage. 
.__ ____ _J 
I 
A DM I N I ST R AT I ON TAKES 
ON M AY DAY 
STAN D 
Plans for Mayday celebrat ing are pro­
ceed ing full tilt 1 I . s . u .  administra­
tors may be wishing organizers of the 
event would go away and forget about 
it , but the forces be hind the Spring 
celebrat ion won' t be ignored .  
Be cause of this Hovey Hall has be en 
force d to take a stand on the event . 
A s  it appears now, they ' re standing on 
one leg . 
T o  put it in te rms used by planne rs 
in an e xplanatory leaflet 1 "The ad­
ministrat ion is ve ry sensit ive about 
the mus ical aspe cts of Mayday . At 
this point in t ime ' formal approval ' 
is still lacking . "  
r . s . u .  administrator Ne il Gamsky ap­
proved the idea of Mayday ( rathe r •  he 
said the university had no problems 
THE LAW 
-for W. Holley 
Arche type of my t ime , Shuffling 
through the pris ons , madhouse s ,  hos­
p itals--scrambling out of de serts to -
the moutains and the beache s ,  I s crib­
bled as I passe d by , leaving my signal 
perve rs ion be hind , On the public wa lls 
I ins cribed my subl ime poetry , disap­
po inting those who se t after me , seek­
ing pornography . On the fine st bond I 
ins cribed obscenitie s , ange ring the 
censors who rightly e xpe cte d beauty anct 
uplift ing epigrams , Del ight ing in the 
peverse , I took e spe cial pe rve rse de­
l ight in di sappoint ing all my audience , 
frustrating eve ry potential , finally 
arriving at my goal , the brink of no­
thingne ss where , perve rse ly enough , I 
was finally frustrate d ,  For to pass 
ove r ,  I would be force d to murde r ,  and 
this I refuse d to do , if only be cause 
my ne ed to murder was so strong , 
A rchetype of perve rs ity , A ll the 
s cene s  infamous for the ir high leve l 
of anarchy , The momentary purge of 
violence , the graceful scenes ha zed 
with the smoke of our s ingular se lve s .  
I was a poet drive n mad by Beauty' s  
whispe ring song and madde r still by 
my own demands for the absolute in­
nocence of all , I t rie d to kill He r 
as She wh ispe red in my ear--Ah woman,  
how many time s  I strangled you only to 
remove my hands from your throat at the 
last moment , hoping for a sudden g ift 
of grace , 
with it ) while nixing plans for mus ic 
as part of the event , The re st of the 
program s art s  and crafts , theatre , 
forums and communications on M .E . G . , 
women,  ecology , and nutrition , all meet 
with carte blanche approval from Hovey 
Hall , 
The rationale seems to be this s mus ic 
is ente rtainme nt ; all the re st is e d­
ucation , 
I . S . U ,  Student Associat ion Pre sident 
Byron Tuggle ( who dist inguished  himself 
at last year' s alte rnative " Rite s of 
Spring" by slugging sundry souls who 
disagreed with him) also came out with 
a statement on Mayday . He said he 
would not favor the event " if it ' s  go­
ing to je  opardi ?.e our Rites of Spring , " 
The " our" in the above quote is worth 
noting,  "Rite s of Spring" is touted  
as  a unive rs ity mus ical event open 
The instinct which compe lled me to seek 
re lat ionships with othe rs who were not 
myself I cons idere d the most pe rve rse 
of all my instincts , But I allowed my­
self th is pe rve rs ity be cause it allowe d  
me t o  conve rt some o f  these othe rs by 
bringing them within the jursdict ion of 
my own organisation . The re I preached 
the ultimate organisat ion , total chaos . 
But I tire d of this , I formed  my own 
laws . I ruled against myself and de­
clare d  that be tween myse lf and all 
other things no relat ionship was to 
e xist . A nd I laughe d upon dis cove r­
ing the impossibil ity of enforc ing such 
a law . 
only to membe rs of the I .S . U .  community; 
Mayday has been planne d as some thing 
diffe rent • a community/unive rs ity hap­
pe ning by and for students and pe ople 
out side the unive rs ity, 
Last year' s  unive rsity NRites of Spr.iJl?:' 
was so  oppressive in tone it spurred an 
alternative "Rite s , "  The vibes put out 
by this year' s planne rs--as represente d 
by Tuggle --seem strikingly farriliar . 
Label it s chauvinistic  distaste for 
anybody outside the hallowe d halls of 
State U .  
A t  pre sent "Rite s of Spring" seems to  
have full approval from the administra­
tion--no complaints about music here-­
which should at least he lp prote ct 
Mayday from Tuggle ' s  evil eye . 
Whi ch pretty much e xplains where the 
powers and pseudo-powers that be on 
campus currently seem to  be coming from 
in regards to Mayday . 
> -� � 
�·"'1 
I found , the n ,  one final law , I found 
I must learn to  overwhe lm life with my 
passion ,  Unt il I learne d this s ingular 
skill , I would not be allowed  to  live 
my life fully , And since the only Good 
I could know was life , always and ever 
more life , I sought with all my cunning 
and power to  learn this skill , Knowing 
also that I must die , I realized absur­
dity, But now I sensed that I would 
never really know--and I acted as if my 
act ions really mattered ,  And I love d ,  
by Wm , Wantl ing 
*** 1 0 , 000 rpm & digging it , yeahl *** 
3 Wantling fans read ing his poetry 
9 1 30 & 10 1 30 sets 
Monday , may 3 
upstairs at the Galery 
Now 19yrs and Over Welcome 
�OuH '3oo){s\ lllaga-ilne5, � "No"ell'ies 
109 W. °FTcm1: \�)loomi:nito"t\. 
A nnounci ng 
�L{ 
The Law & J ustice Study Group 
sponsored by MC �ELJ. 
WHAT IS M C  C E LJ ?  
The McLean g_ounty Qommunity �ducation on �aw 
and ::.!_ustice Study Group is composed of local citi­
zens who want to lea rn more about the criminal 
justice system in Illinois .  This group has been 
formed with funding from the statewide C E LJ 
project. C E LJ is funded by a grant from the 
Illinois Law Enforcement Commission to Citizens 
Information Service, the education arm of the 
League of Women Voters of Illinois. 
WHO IS MC C E LJ ?  
This program is open to A LL interested members 
of the community. It is completely free. It will 
work only to the extent that true citizen participa­
tion is involved. If you are interested in criminal . 
justice on the local level -- � police ,  � j ails, 
� criminal courts, � local preventive pro­
grams , etc. -- this is your opportunity to learn 
more about how they operate. 
WHAT WILL MC C E LJ DO ? 
MC C ELJ will undertake a study of the criminal 
justice system. The purpose is to increase citi­
zens' knowledge so that we may eventually par­
ticipate in supporting good programs and helping 
improve unsatisfactory ones. The decision as to 
how and where to get involved remains in the 
hands of class members. Or, you may decide 
just to .take advantage of an opportunity to learn 
about the criminal justice system which affects 
us all. 
WHERE WILL THE MC C E LJ STUDY GROUP 
MEET ? 
MC C ELJ will meet once a week for approxi­
mately 8 weeks. Meetings will be Thursdays 
from 7-9 p. m. at the Unit�rian Church, 1613 E. 
Emerson St. , Bloomington. Babysitting will be 
provided free of charge. If you need transporta­
tion, pleas e call 454-2236 (evenings) to arrange 
for a ride. First class -- April 1, 1976 . 
MC C ELJ A GENDA 
Once again, the agenda for this study gro up will 
reflect the interests and concerns of the partici­
pants. In a democracy, government must be 
acces sible to its citizens . They must be able to 
obtain information, and to use that information to 
make government responsive to human need.i: 
This premise is at the heart of the C E LJ program­
to help all kinds of people get information about 
their criminal justice systems, and to encourage 
active participation in those systems. 
For more information, call 454-2236.  
CHICAGO U FW LAUN C H ES 
SUN ·MAID AND 
SUNSWEE T eo-vcoTT 
Chicago area supporters of the United 
Farm Workers Union (UFW) launched the 
UFW ' s  new boycott of S un-Maid raisins 
and S unsweet products by pi cketing area . 
food st ores , The actions came in res­
ponse to the UFW' s announcement that 
Sun-Maid and Sunsweet were to be held 
responsible for halt ing farm labor 
elections in California. 
Mark Pitt, UFW Midwest Direct or, announced 
the boycott and stated, "A group of grow­
ers, led by Sun-Maid and SUJ1sweet with the 
help of a few obstructionist legislators , 
have brought about t he collapse of the 
California Agri cultural Labor Relations 
Board (ALRB) . In doing so they have 
chosen strikes and boycotts over elections 
and negotiations , "  
The Sun-Maid and S unsweet boycott was an­
nounced in response to the closing of t he 
California ALRB on February 6 ,  1976 . The 
ALRB was forced to halt all elect ions and 
hearings after it exhausted t he funds for 
administering the elections and requested 
emergency appropriations . Sun-Maid and Sun­
sweet led a grower lobbyinc effort which 
successfully blocked the emergency funding. 
Cesar Chavez, UFW President, called upon 
consumers and food stores t o  cooperate with 
the boycott in order to obtain the neces- .  
sary funcis and enable the elect ions t o  con­
tinue , Referring to S un-Maid and Sunsweet 
he stated, "We ' re going to pin them to the 
wall . "  The UFW appears to be doing just 
that . At the end of the first t wo weeks 
of the new boycott over 80 stores nat ion­
wide, 70 of them in Chicago, were coopera­
ting with the boycott of Sun-Maid and Sun­
sweet products , 
The products being boycotted are : Bun-Maid 
raisins, Sunsweet prunes and dried fruit 
products and D iamond Walnuts ,  The UFW ' s  
boycott of grapes, head lettuce and Gallo 
Wines is also still in effect. 
At the closing of. t he ALRB, the UFW had. 
:won 20 5 elections representing Jl, 0:51 
workers 1 Teamsters taking 109 races 
representing 12, 800 workers ; no union 
coming away with 22 wins nonrepreslimting 
·J , 028. Another 44 elections representing 
12, 574 workers are still undecided . This 
includes many of the major growers, among 
t hem Gallo Winery , 1 
For more info , contact Steve Pittman or 
Kathy Devine , 
Divinyl Madness 
r't]· t,.qs albums 
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A11 Army ol Principles 
by Le onard Ri fas 
(w ith an as sist by others ) 
This is no lightweight under-
ground. An Army of Principles is no 
less than�an attempt at describing in 
c omix form events and princ iples that 
l eaQ. up to the. �J!lerican . rey()l,\lti.on • .  
A s  such , this i s  a very dens e , pro sey 
c omic , filled with lots of lengthy 
( th ough fasc inating) quotes from 
b oth famous and ps eudonymous revolu­
ti onari e s .  
Leonard Ri fas , artist , writer and re­
s earcher of A n  Army of Principles 
plac es th is statement at the book ' s  
beginning a "#;. A rm:t of Princ iples is 
intended as h i stori cal fact and not 
as satire , legen d ,  or propaganda for 
my own opinions • • •  I c laim full 
responsibil ity for any factual errors 
. and for parts that are harder to 
understand or less visually appealing . "  
Th i s  is one s inc ere c omic . One can 
see it be ing used in classrooms , in 
fact , more than one can see read ing 
it in lei sure . T o o  much of the book 
i s  stric tly historical t o  be enter­
taining in the way the book c ould 
hav e  been had Rifas been satirical 
or propagandistic . 
I like books like th i s , th.ough , pr i­
marily for the neat quotes they give 
y o u .  Here ' s  one I ' m  dying to us e in 
my next letter to � Pantagraph a 
" It is acknowledged to be an 
unalterable law in nature , 
that a man should have the 
free use and s ole disposal 
of th e fruit of his honest 
indus try , sub j e c t  to no 
c ontroul . "  
Sam Adams 
They don ' t  make quotes that good no 
more . 
A s  a cart ooni s t ,  R ifas has an appeal­
ing sty le w ith that s ort of stylized 
dis tort i on of perspective I assoc iate 
w ith early American political prints 
and cartoons . Much of the time the 
art nicely c omplements the pros e r 
s omet imes R i fas gets wordy , though , 
( A t  least onc e he unneces sarily re­
peats informati on , )  
Still , this �s one pie c e  of Bic enten­
n ial lit that I ,  for one , don ' t  mind . 
I only h ope it gets disseminated in 
the area . Some of the inf o ,  like Abi­
gai l and John A dams ' argument on 
women ' s  plac e after the revolution 
and the discus s ion of Whig and Demo­
c rat struggles after the revoluti on ,  
i s  extremely valuable and nice to 
have s o  readily at hand . 
A meri ca ' s  first revolutionaries 
w eren ' t  always bl indly worshipped nor 
even necessarily s een at the time as 
c l ear leaders of the c olon ial ma j ority . 
( England thought American revolut i on­
ari es a noisy dic tatorial minority , 
Bri t i sh General James Robertson once 
stating , " !  never had an idea of sub­
duing the American s 1  I mean to assist 
the good Americans subdue the bad . " )  
Personally ,  I appreciate anything that 
h e lps to suc c e ssfully human i z e  th i s  
c o untry • s h i s,tory . � Army of Princi­
ple s '  h one st h is torical sense helps 
t o  do away with the bad taste of c or­
porate and politi cal exploitat i on of 
our pas t .  For that I ' m  grateful . 
Cf) 
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WANTED 1 My own room in a house I") �  or apartment with several women . f\ 
Can afford around $50 , 00 rent , 
Call Lynn at 828-682 8 if you are 
looking for the same kind of 
s ituat ion . 
* ********************************� 
: The Post wishes C indy a rapid : 
* rec overy and hope s t hat by the : : next issue s he will be able t o  * 
: turn the page s by herself . : 
********************************** 
Beginning beekeeper looking for 
someone to talk to about beekeeping . 
I ' ve got lots of questions the books 
don ' t  seem to answer . .  Call 829-3576 
and ask for Ann . �· 
(/) 
Cf) 
LA.ST CHANCE i Ye s , this is the �ast 
chance I have to s neak in a c las s if ied 
ad for issue two of Lud icrous S ituat io ns , 
Ltd . , the m idwe st ' s  belove d unknown 
humor tablo id , because issue three is 
j us t  around the corne r� ( Yo u  can ge t a 
copy of two ( and o ne ) right now , tho , 
0 
u by send ing 75¢ to LS Ltd , P . O .  B ox 872 B loomingt.on _I ll inois 61701 . 
0[pmOG1ill GJffi0 0[pmffiG1®a ffiG:J[D 
woum 011 IBm[LJ)�0 m�w 
� ffi0GJOmG10 �mm [LJ)�G1a ffi0 W��� 
ffi0 �mm wm[LJ)�G:J 
A T  Y A H - T A - H E Y  'you W I L L  F IN D  T H E  
L A T E S T  I N  S P R I N G  J E W E L R Y  F A S H I O N S  
F O R  T H E  M O S T  C A R E - F R E E  I N D I V I D U A L 
T O  T H E  M O S T  C O N S E R V A T I V E .  S E L E C T  
Y O U R  F A V O R I T E F RO M  A W I D E A R R A Y 
O F  B E A U T I F U L L Y  H A N D - C R A F T E D  I N -
D I A N S I L V E R  A N D  T U R Q U O I S E J E W E L R Y .  
C H O O S E  F R O M  T H E  T R A D I T I O N A L p E S I G N S  O F  C A S T  S I L V E R  
A N D  T U R Q U O t� E O F  T H E  N A V A J O ;  T O  T H E  E X C E L L E N T  
N E E D L E P O I N T  A N D  I N T RI C A T E  C H A N N E L  I N L A Y  O F  T H E  
Z U N I  T R I B E ; T O  T H E  M O R E  C O N T E M P O R A R Y D E S I G N S  
C R E A T E D  B Y  H O P I  S I L V E R S M I T H S • • •  
C H U C K  S N E L L I N G  HAS J U S T  R ET U R NE D  F R O M  A N O T H E R  
B UY I N G  T R I P  I N  NEV\.' M EXIC O •  A N D  WITH H IM H E' S  B R O U G HT 
T H E  M O ST B EAUT I F U L  S E LECTI O N  OF IND IAN S ILVER AND 
T U RQU O I S E  J EW E L R Y  YOU C A N  IMA G I N E  AN D AT P R IC E S  YO U 
HUNDREDS OF LADIES' RINGS RANGING FROM $8 - $40 
MEN'S RINGS STARTING AT $20 
CHO KERS OF SHELL AND TURQUOISE ANYWHERE FROM $24 - $70 
(FEATURING X-TRA LONG CHOKERS ESPECIALLY FOR MENI) 
LOTS OF BRACELETS AND EARRINGS 
BELT BUCKLES AND WATCH BANDS 
If you 're looking for that "just right" piece of jewelry to set off your 
new spring clothes, come to YAH-TA-HEY. the leaders in fashionable jewelry. 
'f AK·TA-Kt't 
AUTHENTIC INDIAN JEWELRY 
CENTER & WASHINGTON DOWNTOWN BLOOMINGTON 
HOURS: 11 am - 6 pm 
CLOSED SUNDAY & WEDNESDAY 828-1142 
N E VV S PA PE R  R E F U S E S C I A  A D  
( LNS ) --The editor and stai'f of Portland State University ' s  stu­
dent newspaper have refused to run paid recruitment ads from the 
CIA since the s chool year liegan in S eptember . The CIA has com­
plained to the president of the Oregon university and since then 
the administration has tried to fire the Vanguard ' s  editor and 
bus iness manager . 
PRAYER STRI K E 
New York (LNS ) --Workers at an Erie Pennsylvania hospital constr­
uction site successfully protested unsai'e working conditions by 
taking 15 minuite "prayer breaks" every hour. This action was 
used to circumvent strike limitations on hospi tal construct ion 
sites . 
A pumoer· of injuries had o ccurred on the job , so workers paused 
for 15 minutes every . hom . "to 'thank the good lord that they had 
got through the hour
· 
without a serious accident , "  and to ask 
that the next. hour would be sai'e . 
....__._ __ ___..._.,..�' .c-lj; �· · I  ' hi 
Director Colby here tells me , "Sure the CIA 1 s 
sneaky, but compared to the rest of the world 
we don't use that much intelligence. " 
The contractors agreed to a. settlement the next. day . 
ALTERNATIVE NEWS 
POL ICE M URDE R M E NOM INEES 
New York (LNS ) --Two Menominee Indians were killed by an officer 
of the sheriff' s  department on the night of February Jrd . 
Although the Shawano County District Attorney refuses to re­
lease the autopsies , a medi cal student who was in the hospital ' s  
emergency room when the two men were brought in charges that the 
two were shot in the back . 
· 
The two had been involved in the takeover of the Alexian Brothers ' 
Novitiate , begun last January 1st , Five Menominees have been 
charged with felonies in connection with the takeover , and one 
of the murdered men was included in the group . 
,-.��- � �- ��� ��-� 
t NASHVILLE CANS ANTHEM 
t (LNS ) - -After a six-month trial run , movie theater managers in Nashville , Tennessee have stopped playing the national anthem before movie showings . Playing the anthem sparked fights be-
t tween those who stood up for it and those who didn ' t . One of the managers noted that nearly everyone stood up in affluent areas of the city,  while almost no one stood up elr;ewhere . "I 
t guess the more ai'fluent sections of town feel better about the country , "  he observed . 
SCIE NTI STS ·AGAINST 
N U C L E A R  E N E R GY 
(LNS ) --In a recent survey of its membership , the Federat ion of 
Ameri can S cientists revealed that nearly two-thirds of its mem­
bers favor a complete halt in construction or phasing out of all 
nuclear power plants in · the United States . I ngred i ent s M i s l e ad 
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New York (LNS ) --A can of Mug Old-Fashioned Root Beer states that 
it is "made from the purest , finest ingredients , according to an 
old-fashioned recipe handed down for generations . "  
On the other side of the can , a different story emerges .  Included 
in the list of ingredients , as required by law, are natural and 
artificial flavors , vegetetable gum and food �tarch--modified and 
preserved with sodium benzoate and erthorbic acid . 
J. Edgar Falsifies Fonda 
( LNS ) -A recently released FBI document indicates former FBI 
Director J .  Edgar Hoover aut horized local Bureau agents to 
send inflammatory , false information concerning Jane Fonda to 
Variety magazine . The informat ion was sent to Variety col­
umnist Army Archerd in an attempt to dis credit �onda and 
"detract from her status with the general publi c , "  according 
to Hoover ' s  memorandum . 
Zapp a Z aps A r my 
( THE RAG ) --When a reporter for the United S cates Army Training 
and Doctrine Command interviewed Frank Zappa for the Command ' s  
news syndicat e ,  the story was held by a s uperior who demanded 
that Zappa--who had been rather hard on the Army--answer one 
more q uest ion : Just who does he think will defend the country 
without the Army? Zappa ' s  reply: "From what ? The biggest 
threat to America today is its own federal government • • •  Will 
the Army prote ct anybody from the FBI ? The IRS ? The CIA ?  
The Republican party? The Democrat ic party? • . .  The biggest dan­
gers we face today don ' t  even need to sneak past our billion­
dollar defense system . . •  they issue the contracts for them . "  
The interview was not run . 
P OLLUTI ON C ONTROL 
CREATE S JOBS 
(LNS ) --Attacking the industry- creat ed myth that pollution con­
tr�ls lead to lo�s of jobs , a Bureau of Labor Statistics study 
�aid t:iat pollution control measures have created 1 . 1 million JO bs since 1 971 . 
U. N. O K AY S B L O C K A D E  
New York (LNS ) --The United Nations Security Council voted 15-0 
March 17 to s end economic aid to Mozambique to help that coun­
try maintain its recent blockade against t he white minority 
regime in neighboring Rhodesia. The United Nations has maintained 
economic sanctions against the minority regime since 1968 , three 
years after Rhodesia unilaterally declared independence from 
Britain .  
PANTHE R  SUIT 
EXPOS E S  COINTE LPRO 
Through the extensive �uestioning o f  three Chicago FBI agents 
and the introduction into evidence of some 40 internal FBI doc­
uments , plaintiffs in t he multimillion dollar Black Panther 
civil suit have established the existence of an FBI count er­
intelligence program (COINTELPRO) directed against the Black 
Panther party. With this first phase of the trial complet ed ,  
the plaintif'fs --the families of Panther leaders Fred Hampton 
and Mark Clark and survivors of the December 4 ,  1 969 raid in 
whi ch the two were killed--will go on to show how the goals of 
the COINTELPRO led directly to the murder of the Panther le­
aders . One of COINTELPRO ' s main objectives was "to prevent 
the rise of a black messiah who could electrify the black 
masses" and "to cripple and destroy" the Black Panther Party . 
SERVICE BRIEFS 
E X X O N 
G R A N D 
DI GS the 
C A NYON 
New York (LNS ) - -If you ' ve been thinking about going to see the 
Grand Canyon , you ' d  better plan on going soon . According to 
Not Man Apart , the publication of Friends of the Eart h ,  the 
Exxon Oil Corporation has been granted several goverment permits 
to explore for uranium in the western reaches of the canyon . 
The leases , granted by the Sectretary of the Interior , are 
located in a portion of the Grand Canyon Recreation Area . Lands 
inside _ the sect ion designat ed as National Park are .closed to 
mining. Environmentalists have been trying for years to get the 
remot e site included in the National Park . 
Exxon ' s  exploration of the area will , of cours e ,  remove it from 
future consideration . 
, ' 
THE BICENT ENN I A L  
PUSHER 
(LNS ) --Drug dealers are now joining other businesses in the 
Bicentennial push . According to anti-drug Dr . Robert w .  Baird , 
bags are now being imprinted with a golden eagle encircled by 
1 3  stars on a whit e background . 
MAR INES DE SERT 
( LNS) --Marine General Louis Wilson recently testified before a 
Senate committee that in 1 975; one out of every ten Marines de­
s erted ; and almost four out of every ten Marines were given some 
form of non-judicial punishment . 
E GGHEADE D  RAC I S M 
New York ( LNS ) --"Which of the following communities multiplies 
most rapidly? 1 
A. Rodents 
D .  Benthos 
B .  Rabbits C .  Negroes 
E .  Plankton'' 
This was a question in �rofessor Louis Williams ' biology exam 
last spring at the University of Alabama . Despite sharp protests 
from the black student community ,  the university administration 
shrugged off the incident , stating that " it was a biological 
question • • •  and was not intended to imply prejudice . "  
The president of the university ,  David Mat�hews , was recently 
appointed to President Ford ' s  cabinet as Secretary of Health , 
Educat ion and Welfare . Matthews is no.w .·in .. charge ,of . impl.e!llent:l.ng 
college desegregation as ordered by the 1964 Civil Rights Act . 
AC LU ST I L L  LOO KI NG 
FOR M AYDAY ARREST 
V I CT IMS 
New York ( LNS ) --The Amerikan Civil Libert ies Union of the 
National Capitol area is still looking for more than 500 
people arrested illegally in the Mayday insurrection of 1971 . 
The "Mayweek 500" are among 1318 persons entitled to damages 
of up to $10 , 000 awarded by a jury last January . Those affected 
by the case are urged to act. quickly as a court imposed deadline 
for claiming the money expires this spring . 
R H E T O R I CA L 
Q U E ST I O N  B E G S  
$ 2 6, 0 0 0  A N S 'W" E R  
( LNS ) --The state of North Carolina, commonly recognized to have 
a court and prison system second worst only to Alabama , recently 
awarded a $26 , 650 grant to North Carolina State University to 
find out what it is that makes prisoners want to escape . 
GAS SHORTAGE 
EVAPORATE S 
New York (D&S/LNS)--Sure enough , once the Federal Power Com­
mission allowed natura.:J, gas producers to t emporarily raise 
prices , the predicted eight-state natural gas shortage failed 
to materialize , 
Energy companies with wells in Texas , Louisiana and Oklahoma 
had been holding gas off the regulat ed interstate market in 
order to sell it on the unregulated markets in the producing 
states . 
When the FDC agreed to allow unregulat ed " emergency" interstate 
sales the companies came up with billions of cubic feet of gas 
whi ch they sold for $ 2 . 62 per thousand cubic feet instead of the 
regulated $1 . 00 price . 
We ' ve go t a seri ous yroblem in thi s  
c ountry . Between 1/2 mill ion and 2 
mi ll i on ( conservative est imate ) kids 
are on amphetamines and powerful- · 
amphe tamine-l i ke drugs . Why? To sup­
pre·ss their " t'>yperac tive behavior" or 
" hyperkinesi s , " 
What exac tly is  "hyperkinesis•?  That ' s  ""· 
hard to say , becaus·e the " authorities"  
can ' t  even agree on a definiti on or 
t erm to describe the " condit ion , "  
'l'he symptc��s can range from an " incre­
ase of purposeless pt>y si cal ac tivity 
and a s i gn ificantly impaired span of 
focussed attenti on" ( office of HEW ) ,  
to a description l ike " f idgets , can ' t  
s i t  st il l ,  is  often into thin�s that 
d on ' t c once rn h im { s i c ) , daydreams , is  
slow t o  ge t t ing ready for s chool , or 
g o i ng to  be d ,  doe sn ' t  follow dire ct i ons , 
UPPITY KIDS 
looks for thrills or danger , shows off , !����F��;;���;==�!!!!!!!� 
gets wound up or over-excited on trips 
or treats , wets bed , has poor coordin-
ation , not good at sports , speech was 
slow in developing , not cl ear , has or 
had difficulty in learning to read , "  
Psyc h iat ri c  g obbledygoop 
These sympt oms are vari ously ref erred 
to as hyperkinesis , hyper kinetic be­
hav i or disorder , min imal brain dys­
function ,  functi onal behavior problems , 
overactivity ,  hyperac tivi ty , hype rk in­
etic child syndrome , cere bral dysfunc­
t i on ,  faulty neurol ogi cal int egrat ion,  
minimal brain damage , dyslexia handi -
cappe d ,  neurol ogically handi capped ,  
etc , S o  what we have i s  very vague 
terms for very vague sympt·lllms--but a 
very spec i f1c "cure . "  Whateve r ,  most 
ch ildren are taken off medi cat ion be ­
tween the ages of 12•17 years . 
What are these drugs? Paradoxically , 
drugs that ac t as stimulants on 
adults reduc e ac tivity in " hyperactive" 
chi ldren . Dexedrine ( an amphetaminel 
and R i tal in ( a  methylphenidate ) are 
the drugs used most often to control 
k ids , Some " authori ties"  believe that 
these drugs improve the attent ion span 
of children and thus the hyperactivity 
i s  reduced , Others bel i eve that these 
drugs sedat e the child ; henc e ,  ac tivi ty 
i s  decreased,  Still other authorities 
f e el that a hyperactive child ' s  brain 
si�nals are too rapid ,  t> ence the " err­
atic behav i or , " The drugs slow down 
the s ignals , they beli eve , thus slow­
ing down the behavior.  
Professional ig norance 
Th e " professi onal s "  wno espouse the 
use of these drugs claim that they are 
safe , However , the Phys ic ians Desk 
R eference ( 19 7 3 )  caut i ons the use of 
Ri tal in . �he s ide effects are nervous­
ness , insomn i a ,  hypersen s i tivlty ( rash , 
f ever , nausea , d i z ziness , headache , 
palpi tation , we ight loss , possible 
toxic psych os i s ) ,  
The se drugs are appet ite depressants . 
Theref ore , weight loss occurs . It ' s  
poss ible that overall growth could 
be affecte d ,  
Blood pressure changes sl ightly due 
to the use of the drug s .  The damage 
that long-term use can caus e i s  un­
certain because of the lack of contr­
olled studi es , 
The authoriti e s  don ' t bel ieve that a 
child will become physcially addicted 
to the drugs , but certainly there is 
evidence of psychological addiction.  
A n  M . D . in Calif ornia stopped pre ­
scribing amphe tamine s f or cni ldren 
when he real i zed that some pati ents 
relied on them for as long as 20 years . 
On e 26 year old pati ent had been on 
R italin since he was 8 years old . His 
ent ire persn nality was developed under 
the influence of the drug . 
Brave new wor l d  
What would he have been l ike  without 
R i talin , which " protects" the indiv­
i dual from the effec ts of all strong 
emot i on? Deep sorrow and strong hap­
p iness are suppressed by they drug , 
depriving the indiv idual of important 
aspec ts of life , 
The s e  children are regarded by soc i e ty 
as drug add icts . Gradual .tol erance 
to the drug often nec essitates an in­
crease in dosage , and it  is poss ible 
that a child could bec ome physically 
addicted.  The self-fulfill ing pro­
phecy phenomenon could easily occur, 
The k id might figure , when s/he is 
in the teens and no longer "hyperac t­
ive , "  that since s/he has always 
"n eeded" the drug, s/he might as well 
c ontinue to us e it , and become an ad­
d i c t ,  
Sit  st i l l  - o r e lse ! 
So who ' s  pushing these drugs? The 
schools , - for one . Frequently , a ch ild 
is not diagnosed as hyperac tive until 
s/he starts school , T eachers put much 
pressure on parents to put the k ids 
on drugs . The physic ian who prescribes 
these drugs do esn ' t  usually even see 
the child ' s  behavior in a normal set­
ting. 
Naturally , the drug companies are in 
favor of increas ing the use of drugs , 
cause i t  means more bucks for them . 
Last , but not least , the biggest push­
ers of them all is good ol ' Uncl e  Sam , 
I t ' s  easier to  keep things under con­
trol when you ' ve got a nation of zom­
b i es . 
What causes " hyperac tivity"?  Unfortun­
a tely , most physic ians , teachers , and 
parents don ' t  l o ok for cause s ,  They 
are sat i sf i e d  w i th eliminating the 
annoying symptoms , There are , however , 
s everal theories about the causes of 
" hyperactivity , " 
S ome feel that these children have ·  a 
brain dysfunc tion ,  How do th ey know? 
The truth is , there is not proof , I n  
addition , symptoms usually di sappear 
in the teens , disproving the possibi -
l i ty of permanent dysfunct ion . Dr . 
John Peters of the University of Ark­
ansas Medical C enter , sums up the 
spurious logic thus 1 " 1t is not known 
exac tly the underlying organ ic cond­
i t ion nr psychological cond i t i on be­
h ind MBD ( min imal brain dy sf unct ion) 
We feel it has to do with some dys­
func ti on of the brain and we have to 
go mainly by analogy between children 
who have known brain damage , and 
their behavior,  and children who do 
not have known brain damage , but do 
have identical behavior,  so by deduc ­
tion we assume that there has to be 
s ome dysfunc tion in th e brain . M  
B o o b  t u be a n d  bulb to b lam e ?  
John Ott of the Environmental Health 
and Light Research Institute in Sara -
s ota , Florida, believes that inade­
quate fluorescent lighting in schools 
may be a cause of hyperact ivi ty ,  or 
at least a cause of stress  that 
alters the body so that hyperactivi ty 
resul ts .  Most fluorescent lighting 
lacks long ultraviolet wave-lengths 
and lacks protective shields at cathode 
ends which would prevent th e escape 
of X-rays . Few of these lamps are 
grounded for radio  frequenci e s ,  
Plants and animals were the sub j ects of 
O tt ' s  early experiments , Laboratory 
an imals become hyperactive when expos­
e d  to radio and television frequencies.  
Plants did poorly when p1aced near the 
cathode end of a fluorescent bulb and 
flowers wouldn ' t  bloom when the long 
ul traviolet waves were mis s ing.  Mr . 
Ott has des igned a fluoresc ent bulb 
that is grounded , has long ultrav i olet 
wavelengths , and has shields over 
its cathode end .  "Hyperac tive " chil­
dren have been the sub j ects in many Ott 
studies , us ing t ime-lapse photography , 
When faulty l ight ing was replaced by 
the Ott bulb , there was a marked dec­
rease in physical activity of thes e 
hyperac tive k ids . He  also discovered 
that llrome· of the hyperactive students 
in a spec ial school in Sarasota came 
from homes that had X-ray-leaking tele­
v i sion sets . When the sets were re­
moved or repaire d ,  the children were 
no longer hyperactive . 
DOWNED OUT 
J u n k  food j umps 
Dr . Ben F .  F e ingold believes that the 
artificial c ol ors and flavors that are 
prevalent in so many of the pro cessed 
foods that make up a ma j ority of our 
d i e ts , is the culprit .  He bel ieve s 
that hyperac t ive children are genetic­
ally c onstituted in such a way that 
they have no natural tolerance f or 
synthe t ic flavoring and c ol ors , or 
f oods with the natural salicylate 
rad ical ( s imilar to aspirin ' s  ac e tyl­
salicylic ac id ) - -hence the F e ingold 
synthetic flavor and col or-free diet , 
which has been very eff e c t ive in 
c ontroll ing hyperac t ive behavior in 
children . The only problem with 
the diet is that even the smallest 
infrac tion of the diet results in a 
re turn , within h ours , of hyperac t ive 
behavior, wh ich may last for day s ,  
Sc hoo l daze 
P erhaps the cause o f  " hyperactiv i ty "  
in many c a s e s  i s  t h e  result of teach­
ers or schools who s e  classroom routine 
is not s ufficiently stimulating to 
hold the interest of s ome children , 
Maybe , the time allotted for ass i gn­
ments i s  too long , and the children 
are ready to move on to other th ings . 
A c h ild ' s  " hy peractiv i ty" may be the 
acting out of the immaturity and/or 
an xiety of a parent . S ome ad ults can­
not handle ordinary infant behav i o r ,  
l i ke cry ing , or s o i l ing diape rs , 
Dr. Mark A .  Stewart , a psych iatri s t  
on t h e  fac ulty a t  Wash ington U , , puts 
it th is way 1 "The inadequac i e s  of the 
parents and teachers are pro j e cted 
on the child , who pays the penalty of 
b e ing drugged into submi ss i on . "  
Robots : I d ea l s t u dents 
Psychosurgery i s  a drastic meas ure 
taken to straighten out a hyperac t ive 
child,  Unfortunate ly , it permanently 
alters the individual personality , the 
results be ing s im ilar to the old­
fashi oned l obotomy-- the person be c ome s 
a robot of s orts , 
Positive and negative re inforc ement 
in clas srooms can achieve the same re­
sults ( reduct i on in phys i cal ac tivity) 
as drugs do , minus the aforementione d 
s i de effects . Obv i ous ly , it · w ould not 
be effec tive in cases where hyperact­
ivity is due to d i et or faulty l ighting . 
Positive re inforc ement se ems to work 
with s ome " hyperac tive" ch ildren . They 
are rewarded for such things as s i tting , 
making eye contac t  w i th the teacher , 
and engaging in academically-relate d 
ac tivi tie s ,  Eventually,  the child 
i s  rewarde d  for. academic perf ormanc e 
only , and di sruptive behavior must be 
repres s e d  in order for the child to 
receiv e  posi tive re inforc ement , 
Bruno Bettelhem , psych iatrist , says , 
"When ac tive peopl e , espec ially · 
c h il dren , are forc e d  into pas s ive 
b ehav i or , counter to their very 
nature , they will f igh t back as best 
they can .  Many adults show all the 
behavior characteristics of the 
hyperkinetic c hild & high ene rgy , agg­
ressivene s s , lack of inh ibition , in­
s i s t enc e on having their own way . 
These �rai t s  are often h i gh ly valued 
by s o c i ety b e c a u s e  they h e lp make f or 
success in l i f e - - "  
After do ing a good deal of re search 
into hyperkine s i s , I have c ome to 
the c onc lusion that in many cases , 
there i s  nothing wrong w i th " hyperac­
t ive " ch ildre n ,  A s  'l.1 , A .  Y ond er Haar 
sums up the problem , " 47 . 5% of the 
Ameri can pe opl e are on drugs , Have 
our sensitivites been so dul l ed that 
w e ' re freake d out by childlike inno­
cne c e ,  exc ite�ent , and c uri osity? 
Have we f inally found it neces sary to 
suppre ss human growth? If this i s  
w hat we are doing to ourselv e s  and 
to e ach other , the c ons equences 
for our future have yet to be ima­
gine d l " 
A shoc k i ng f u tu re ?  
Things l o o� bad now , but what does the 
future hold for our children? This 
will give you an idea of what adv o cates 
of mind c ontrol have in · store for us , 
Dr . Arnold Hutschne cher , a psychiatrist 
and c onsultant to the Nat i onal C ommission 
on the Caus e s  and Prevention of V i ol enc e , 
s ubmi tted to N ixon a plan to administer 
psy chologi cal tests to every Ameri can · 
child between six and e ight years of 
age . I f  the results showed a propen­
s i ty t oward v i olence or any abnormal 
behav ior , the child w ould be c ommitted 
to a " rehabili tation camp . " · says Dr , 
Hutschneck er , " There are Pavlov ian 
methods I have seen effec tively used 
in the USSR . • 
J ohn Ehrl ichman refe rred it to the 
Dept . of HEW , where it died af ter 
publ i c  disclosure . 
H e re ' s  what s ome influential " educat­
ors" are pred icting. • • In the NEA 
J ournal of January 1969 , Harold 
Shane and June Grant predi c t  that by 
1979 , �chool faculti e s  w ould inc lude 
a biochemic al therapy programs . 
S hane and Grant feel that memory im­
provement chemicals will be us ed ex­
t ens ively by 1979 . 
--by Andromeda 
AE S T H E T I C S  N E ARLY WI N O VE R  T R A FF I C  PL A N I NG ings were c onstructe d ,  The u . s .  51 route was changed to route traffic 
SIG N OF THINGS TO COM E ? �:� ����gt��w��:�0��s��::;;:n���e 
In what became an embarras s ing an important artery le ading north-
that point �vident . eno�gh • . The . 
interplay between Blo omington and sout h-bound traffic to t he mall 
C entral Bus iness District is rapidly 
traffic planners , re si dential in- the U . S .  Post Office , and is a quick c hanging in Bloomington , . and as it 
tere st s , and the Blo omington C ity crosst own route 
c hange s ,  so do the traffic patterns . 
counc i l ,  t he interse c t i on at Regency 
• Attempts t o  stop this k ind of " prog-
Drive and Washington street will keep It seems as i f  it is inevitable t hat re s s "  will e ithe r  get nowhere or they 
its " mast arm" traffic signal s .  the inte rsect i on of Was hington and will be se lf-de fe ating . East s ide 
The inte rsec t i on , ·  whi c h  is quickly be ­
c oming one of the bus i e st on the east 
s i de , was go ing t o  have suspended 
traffic l ights plus regular c orner 
post signal s .  The c ontract for the 
signals was awarded last November 
to Wannemac her E le ctric , despite the 
fact t hat the C i ty C ounc i l  had al­
ready impl ied t hat it did not want 
the s ignals as l ong ago as last Sep­
tember . 
Forme r Bloom ington Mayor R obert McGraw , 
who se home is located at t he intersec­
t i o n ,  approac hed t he c ounc i l  and aske d 
that it d i spense with the plans f or 
the signals be cause of the ir cost and 
ugline s s . But the C ounc il was in a 
b ind--it · c ouldn ' t  di spense with plans 
for the s ignals because of the cost 
o f  c anc e ll ing the c ontract with 
Wannemac her , and they wante d  t o  take 
advantage of t he State ' s  offer to pay 
70% of the cost of install ing the 
s ignal s �  Additionally , Mayor B ittner 
said t hat the c ounc i l  originally c on­
s idere d  install ing s ignals at t he 
inters e c t i on because of req uests from 
other ne ighborhood re s ident s . 
So nobody want s the traffic s ignal s ,  
except f or motorists and t he c ity 
engine e r  Dale Ball inger . In a prac­
t ical sens e ,  Bal l inger ' s  stand that 
the s ignal s will really be needed in 
a few years make s sens e . The aesthe­
tic p o int of view, voiced mostly by 
C ounc i lperson Buc hanan , also has its 
merit s . The d ifference betwe en the se 
two po ints o f  view stems from the 
lack of urban planning . 
Washington Stree t  e astbound i s  used 
by pe ople want ing ac c e s s  to u . s .  66,  
State Farm employe e s ,  re s idents o f  
the are a ,  res idents o f  subd ivi s i ons 
across Rt . 66 , and people go ing t o  
the mal l ,  the u . s .  Post Offic e , and 
St . Joseph ' s  Hospital , not to ment i on 
t he other office and medical bui ld­
ings in the are a ,  Regency Drive is 
Regency will b e c ome busy . It hasn ' t  deve lopment has already been " planne d " -
been all that long s ince Washington c ond itions re sulting from the develop-
Stre e t  was c ompl eted to intersect ment must be de alt with . 
u . s .  6 6 .  Then the State Farm c omplex 
was built . Then othe r off ice b u i ld'- -- Tom Pain 
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t df r teh . nf dti t y . d t i  th 1 b f ff " th o e ir ree om and the is pro uc ve 1 e a or o o icers ose around them.  That c ooperat ion cho ic e s  of f d 1 t 
and prof�ssio�al�·,men is unproductive or; �he maintenance of life is where fortable . 
ree om eave hem uncom-
to the state . �iving starts � But can the j oy of giv­
Noah Webster ( from An American Dic­
t ionary of the English Language , 
1 8.$8) 
In our soc iety ,  a person ' s  worth is 
determined by economic status . And 
by accept ing that number one societal 
rule , we have created a nightmare of 
psychic guilt and j ustification .  The 
terror of t_hat singular norm has caused 
us to  lead our live s  as if they were 
happening to someone e lse . We are not 
in touch ,  with ourselves or others . 
It ' s  c old out there . And unt il we are 
willing tel' face what we have made , we 
will increase bitterne ss and madness 
until we are engulfed in a maelstrom 
of universal dec e it . 
My friend s ,  I do not speak lightly . 
Be ing fed and housed is surely impor­
tant . But onc e ·  we- aoe-&pt. -t-he inevit­
able soc ietal price for these necess­
it ie s ,  we find that not only have we 
enslaved ourselves ,  but our souls are 
on the market block . As Thoreau so 
eloquently asked , " Shall we sell our 
birthright for a mess of Pottage?"  
We have been trained t o  one answe r ,  
Ye s .  For our worth is  decided b y  our 
production . 
T o  those of you who say , " I  don ' t  think 
of myself that way r I don ' t  like my 
j ob but I do like myself , "  I say that if asked what you do , you will res­
pond , " I  work at a factory , " or " I  
g o  t o  school . •  The person who in­
quired is interested in you, and to 
prove your worth, you tell them your 
j ob .  we think of ourselve s in terms 
of what we produce . 
We understand there is  a very close 
relat i onship between producing and 
giving . G iving is the j oy of pro­
ducing . We say that a good or worthy 
person is a giving person. G iving 
makes us feel good . And .in c ontrast , 
a selfish person is  one who feels they 
have nothing of worth to give . It · 
le i�portant-�o our se lf-esteem to  
give or produce . But can we give 
freely when our production is tied ab­
solute ly to wage slavery? or do we 
attach strings of guilt and baubles 
of self,  martyrdom to  our daily gifts 
to one another . At a drinking party, 
how often have you heard , • If y.ou fly, 
I ' ll buy . "  Why d o  we put down those 
people who are poor? 
:ng be found in the following situat­ion? 
F---/ To make next month ' s  rent I got­
ta listen to that b------ harangue 
me/ For 8 hours a day/ Forty hours a 
week/ I can ' t  tell him to go to he ll/ 
cause I gotta make rent/ After I told 
the sob off/ I lost the j ob/ And didn ' t  
make rent/ Felt like a piece o f  s---/ 
Nobody can c over my a--1 I ' m so self­
ish/ I must be worthless . · 
That person ' s  feel ing of worth can 
only be redeemed by going back the j ob ,  
hope fully finding something s/he like s ,  
o r  by changing the personal meaning 
of self-worth.  Doing the latter is 
the most difficult and maddening of 
the two . The maj ority will take the 
f irst option .  Those claiming both 
are either liars or schizophrenic .  
For the c ontradiction of wage slavery 
�--aftd h\lman-.i'..r.a e d om-le a ve.s.-Ao o th&!' op-,_ .. 
· t ion.  
Let us  look at what happens to  a per­
son who changes the c oncept of self­
worth. We must assume that s/he hasn ' t  
starved or been forced into banditry 
and we are assuming that s/he didn ' t  
g o  t o  Vermont , Arkansas , California, 
etc , to live in sunshine c ommune with 
the birds . And we are assuming that 
s/he is rather like myself , dedicated 
to  self destruction thru c igarette s ,  
booze , and/or other noxious habits . 
The first noticeable event is the be­
c oming of a non-entity . And to  fill·  
that void , soc iety uses a naming 
game . The end result is s/he ends up 
being just about anybody except self , 
We are named in re lation to  something . 
For we , as a soc iety, have not learned 
to �ccept pe ople for themse lve s • •  we . 
haven ' t  even learned to  accept oursel­
ve s ,  to  one person you are Larry ' s  bro­
ther , to  another you ' re that alc oholic 
at the Galery , to another you ' re a c ig­
arette bum , to another you ' re the 
troublemaker .  T o  your re latives you ' re 
worthless . It was far easier being 
Leroy the cabbie . For now you have a 
plenitude of name s and a number of de­
rogatory qualities . It is worse for 
a person who is laid off ,  for the 
s ituation is not self-made . 
These events arise from j e alousy, un­
c onscious hate , and slave mentality . 
Those with slave mentality are not 
interested in anyone ' s  choices ,  for 
they have abandoned choice . That is 
_ ,. -- r•n-
why they are s��-fhey �:��., 
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UVE 'BAND EVERY NIGHT 9:30-12:30 
The person who has made a break for 
freedom finds the day and night of per­
sonality at a rate far more exhausting 
and reveal ing than would happen in the 
work world , or "reality . " The work 
withdrawal can be as dangerous as any 
drug withdrawal for j obs can be as much 
of a personal escape as heroin , booze , 
schizophrenia, suic ide , or religion .  
A person who stops the work/drug will 
quite often choose society ' s  array of 
substitute s .  If we are strong , we can 
learn . we can learn that because we 
are , it is good . This is  our worth. 
A recent Government Study (Chicago Tri­
bune , 12/26/75)  indicated that our 
c ountry can expect "the following re­
cession-re lated disorders 1 "  
� 15 to  25% increase in heart attack 
deaths . 
A JO t o  J5% increase in alc ohol ism .  
· A:· 15- t"o 20%-Tricrease in the infant --­
death rate·. · 
A 15 to  100% increase in mental dis­
orders . 
A 15 to  25% increase in suicide s .  
I have not read the report , just one 
news article about it . However,  
there is important information c on­
tained in it . We as a soc iety do 
view ourse lves in terms of perceivable 
and mechanistic output . When we 
lose our output , we lose part of our­
selve s .  Why do we see ourselve s in 
terms of money-making units and not 
whole persons? I will suggest the 
following s 
Jack is a seasonal worker .  He is 
also an inte llectual . ' His work is 
phys ically and economically re­
warding . And when he works , he works 
up to 12 hours a day . When Jack 
finishe s  a working day , he will read, 
talk, drink , and slee p .  When work 
is available , Jack is known as a 
solid and hard worker . He take s 
pride in thi s ,  as he should , for we 
all benefit from Jack ' s  back . He 
built our roads and he built our 
schools . He bought us beer and fed 
us when we were hungry . Jack is a 
good man . 
But now that winter has set in , u ack 
is " idle " ; and he pursues other int­
ere st s .  He now has the energy to  
think on what he has done . He 
questions it , and he looks for re s­
ponse . 
Jack asks himself and others , "What 
have I created/?" His energy grows and 
taking his work strength ,  made of long 
labor hours , he transforms himself 
into a physical/mental unity of ques­
tions and statements . 
He tells us , "All is alive , "  "the 
stars speak if you listen, " "Who 
was my brother who died in Angola?• 
Jack c ontinues his que sti oning madness 
for weeks . Great is his strength. 
Now Jack is heavily drugged and in the 
hospital . Such is our aversion to 
another ' s  vision . Jack is  part of the 
statistic I mentioned earlier . 15 
to 100% . increase in mental disorders 
will be seen because of the· present 
recession .  
· 
Why did Jack flip out? It may be 
caused by his schizophrenia, that i s ,  
the schizophrenia o f  being a worker 
. 1 • a soica demand , and being himself , 
a personal demand . A psychologist 
would say, "Jack is not a well-ad­
justed person . "  But Jack will never 
�e adjusted until his work becomes an 
integral part of his person . That will 
only happen when we have enough high­
ways and when we have enough buildings and when the profiteers have made 
enough money .  Jack never had a,chance . For he knew that to  be hone st with 
himself,  he had to be honest with us . 
�nd we blew him out the window for 
it . Because we don ' t  want any remin­
ders of what a whole person · c.ould be . 
How can any of us give when our lives 
are split between needing monev and 
having 16ve to give . How can �e accept the paradox of be ing a person and be ing a . number on a balance sheet . And what will happen to  us when we are deprived of even that? W. Market & Morris Ave. � .... lllll�iiilillllll .. ..11 ............ .;.;lliiil .. ;..���;;..;;;;. .. ..;;.:�;_;;.::.. ........ �--�-=-:-P�h�i· lander Soule 30 
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ooks like a sleepy, 
community. 
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look • again. 
If you listen to the city fathers , the Pantagraph, the . 
c i v  i c boosters and the phony speechmakers, you 
would think we lived in a 1930's Hollywood set. But 
:let's look b e h i n d  the scenes . Each month since 
:April 1972, the Post-Amerikan h a s  b e e n denting 
1that serene facade, printing the embarrassing truths 
the city fathers would rather overlook. Take an­
o t h e r  look at Bloomington-Norm.al. Subscribe to 
the Post-Amerikan. 
For the next 12 monthly issues , send $2 . 50 to Post-
;Ame P. O. Box'3 52 Bloo I 617 1 
. ·  .. - -.... . ,,.. 
ENCLOSED IS $2. 50 FOR THE NEXT 12 ISSUES. 
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